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Posttrial Concluding  
 

3551. Alternate Methods for Reaching a Verdict 
__________________________________________________________________ 

Sometimes juries that have had difficulty reaching a verdict are able to resume 
deliberations and successfully reach a verdict [on one or more counts].  Please 
consider the following suggestions. 
 
Do not hesitate to re-examine your own views.  Fair and effective jury 
deliberations require a frank and forthright exchange of views. 
 
Each of you must decide the case for yourself and form your individual opinion 
after you have fully and completely considered all of the evidence with your 
fellow jurors. It is your duty as jurors to deliberate with the goal of reaching a 
verdict if you can do so without surrendering your individual judgment.  Do not 
change your position just because the majority is in favor of one result and you 
favor another. Both the People and the Defendant are entitled to the individual 
judgment of each juror. 
 
It is up to you to decide how to conduct your deliberations.  You may want to 
consider new approaches. 
 
Let me know whether I can do anything to help you further, such as give 
additional instructions or clarify instructions I have already given you. 
 
Please continue your deliberations at this time. If you wish to communicate with 
me further, please do so in writing [using the form my bailiff has given you]. 
__________________________________________________________________ 
 
New [insert date of council approval] 
 

 
BENCH NOTES 

 
Instructional Duty 
There is no sua sponte duty to instruct a deadlocked jury on continuing its 
deliberations.  Nevertheless, courts of review have approved instruction on the 
topics covered in this instruction  (See People v. Gainer (1977) 19 Cal.3d 835, 856 
[139 Cal.Rptr. 861, 566 P.2d 997]; People v. Moore (2002) 96 Cal.App.4th 1105, 
1118 [117 Cal.Rptr 715].)  The court may give this instruction if the jury 
announces that it is unable to reach a verdict. In case of an impasse, Penal Code 
Section 1140 vests the trial court with discretion to determine whether there is a 
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reasonable probability of agreement among jurors. California Rule of Court, Rule 
2.1036 further explains the court’s role in such a case. 

 

AUTHORITY 
 
 Allen Charge Disapproved4People v. Gainer (1977) 19 Cal.3d 835, 842 [139 

Cal.Rptr. 861, 566 P.2d 997]. 

 Duty to Deliberate4People v. Gainer (1977) 19 Cal.3d 835, 856 [139 
Cal.Rptr. 861, 566 P.2d 997]. 

 Keep an Open Mind4People v. Selby (1926) 198 Cal. 426, 439 [245 P. 426]. 

 Alternate Methods of Deliberation4People v. Moore (2002) 96 Cal.App.4th 
1105, 1118 [117 Cal.Rptr 715]. 

 
Secondary Sources 

 
6 Witkin & Epstein, California Criminal Law (3d ed. 2000), § 39. 
 
3552–3574. Reserved for Future Use 
 
If this instruction is adopted, delete reference to instruction numbers 
reserved for future use from CALCRIM No. 3550. 
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101. Cautionary Admonitions: Jury Conduct (Before, During, or After 
Jury Is Selected) 

__________________________________________________________________ 

Our system of justice requires that trials be conducted in open court with the 
parties presenting evidence and the judge deciding the law that applies to the 
case.  It is unfair to the parties if you receive additional information from any 
other source because that information may be unreliable or irrelevant.  Your 
verdict must be based only on the evidence presented during trial in this 
court and the law as I provide it to you.   
 
During the trial, do not talk about the case or about any of the people or any 
subject involved in the case with anyone, not even your family, friends, 
spiritual advisors, or therapists. Do not share information about the case in 
writing, by email, by telephone, on the Internet, or by any other means of 
communication.  You must not talk about these things with other jurors, 
either, until you begin deliberating.  
 
As jurors, you may discuss the case together only after all of the evidence has 
been presented, the attorneys have completed their arguments, and I have 
instructed you on the law. After I tell you to begin your deliberations, you 
may discuss the case only in the jury room, and only when all jurors are 
present.   
 
You must not allow anything that happens outside of the courtroom to affect 
your decision [unless I tell you otherwise]. During the trial, do not read, listen 
to, or watch any news report or commentary about the case from any source. 
 
Do not use the Internet (, a dictionary/[, or __________<insert other relevant 
source of information or means of communication>]) in any way in connection 
with this case, either on your own or as a group.   Do not investigate the facts 
or the law or do any research regarding this case.  Do not conduct any tests or 
experiments, or visit the scene of any event involved in this case. If you 
happen to pass by the scene, do not stop or investigate. 
 
[If you have a cell phone or other electronic device, keep it turned off while 
you are in the courtroom and during jury deliberations.  An electronic device 
includes any data storage device.  If someone needs to contact you in an 
emergency, the court can receive messages that it will deliver to you without 
delay.] 
 
During the trial, do not speak to a defendant, witness, lawyer, or anyone 
associated with them. Do not listen to anyone who tries to talk to you about 
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the case or about any of the people or subjects involved in it. If someone asks 
you about the case, tell him or her that you cannot discuss it. If that person 
keeps talking to you about the case, you must end the conversation.  
 
If you receive any information about this case from any source outside of the 
trial, even unintentionally, do not share that information with any other 
juror.  If you do receive such information, or if anyone tries to influence you 
or any juror, you must immediately tell the bailiff.  
 
KKeeeepp  aann  ooppeenn  mmiinndd  tthhrroouugghhoouutt  tthhee  ttrriiaall..  DDoo  nnoott  mmaakkee  uupp  yyoouurr  mmiinndd  aabboouutt  
tthhee  vveerrddiicctt  oorr  aannyy  iissssuuee  uunnttiill  aafftteerr  yyoouu  hhaavvee  ddiissccuusssseedd  tthhee  ccaassee  wwiitthh  tthhee  ootthheerr  
jjuurroorrss  dduurriinngg  ddeelliibbeerraattiioonnss..  DDoo  nnoott  ttaakkee  aannyytthhiinngg  II  ssaayy  oorr  ddoo  dduurriinngg  tthhee  ttrriiaall  
aass  aann  iinnddiiccaattiioonn  ooff  wwhhaatt  II  tthhiinnkk  aabboouutt  tthhee  ffaaccttss,,  tthhee  wwiittnneesssseess,,  oorr  wwhhaatt  yyoouurr  
vveerrddiicctt  sshhoouulldd  bbee..  
 
Do not let bias, sympathy, prejudice, or public opinion influence your 
decision.   
 

You must reach your verdict without any consideration of punishment. 
 
I want to emphasize that you may not use any form of research or 
communication, including electronic or wireless research or communication, 
to research, share, communicate, or allow someone else to communicate with 
you regarding any subject of the trial.  [If you violate this rule, you may be 
subject to jail time, a fine, or other punishment.] 
 
When the trial has ended and you have been released as jurors, you may 
discuss the case with anyone. [But under California law, you must wait at 
least 90 days before negotiating or agreeing to accept any payment for 
information about the case.] 
__________________________________________________________________
New January 2006; Revised June 2007, April 2008, December 2008, April 2010, 
October 2010, April 2011 
 

BENCH NOTES 
 
Instructional Duty 
The court has a sua sponte duty to instruct the jurors on how they must conduct 
themselves during trial. (Pen. Code, § 1122.)  See also California Rules of Court, 
Rule 2.1035. 
 
Do not instruct a jury in the penalty phase of a capital case that they cannot 
consider sympathy. (People v. Easley (1982) 34 Cal.3d 858, 875–880 [196 
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Cal.Rptr. 309, 671 P.2d 813].)  Instead of this instruction, CALCRIM 761 is the 
proper introductory instruction for the penalty phase of a capital case. 
 
If there will be a jury view, give the bracketed phrase “unless I tell you otherwise” 
in the fourth paragraph. (Pen. Code, § 1119.) 
  

AUTHORITY 
 
 Statutory Admonitions4Pen. Code, § 1122. 

 Avoid Discussing the Case4People v. Pierce (1979) 24 Cal.3d 199 [155 
Cal.Rptr. 657, 595 P.2d 91]; In re Hitchings (1993) 6 Cal.4th 97 [24 
Cal.Rptr.2d 74, 860 P.2d 466]; In re Carpenter (1995) 9 Cal.4th 634, 646–658 
[38 Cal.Rptr.2d 665, 889 P.2d 985]. 

 Avoid News Reports4People v. Holloway (1990) 50 Cal.3d 1098, 1108–1111 
[269 Cal.Rptr. 530, 790 P.2d 1327], disapproved on other grounds in People v. 
Stansbury (1995) 9 Cal.4th 824, 830 [38 Cal.Rptr.2d. 394, 889 P.2d 588]. 

 Judge’s Conduct as Indication of Verdict4People v. Hunt (1915) 26 Cal.App. 
514, 517 [147 P. 476]. 

 No Bias, Sympathy, or Prejudice4People v. Hawthorne (1992) 4 Cal.4th 43, 
73 [14 Cal.Rptr.2d 133, 841 P.2d 118]. 

 No Independent Research4People v. Karis (1988) 46 Cal.3d 612, 642 [250 
Cal.Rptr. 659, 758 P.2d 1189]; People v. Castro (1986) 184 Cal.App.3d 849, 
853 [229 Cal.Rptr. 280]; People v. Sutter (1982) 134 Cal.App.3d 806, 820 [184 
Cal.Rptr. 829]. 

 This Instruction Upheld4People v. Ibarra (2007) 156 Cal.App.4th 1174, 
1182–1183 [67 Cal.Rptr.3d 871]. 

 Court’s Contempt Power for Violations of Admonitions4Pen. Code, § 
1122(a)(1); Code Civ. Proc. § 1209(a)(6) (effective 1/1/12). 

 
Secondary Sources 

 
5 Witkin & Epstein, California Criminal Law (3d ed. 2000) Criminal Trial, § 643. 

4 Millman, Sevilla & Tarlow, California Criminal Defense Practice, Ch. 81, Jury 
Selection and Opening Statement, § 81.06[1], Ch. 85, Submission to Jury and 
Verdict, § 85.05[1], [4] (Matthew Bender). 
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RELATED ISSUES 
 

Admonition Not to Discuss Case With Anyone 
In People v. Danks (2004) 32 Cal.4th 269, 298–300 [8 Cal.Rptr.3d 767, 82 P.3d 
1249], a capital case, two jurors violated the court’s admonition not to discuss the 
case with anyone by consulting with their pastors regarding the death penalty. The 
Supreme Court stated: 
 

It is troubling that during deliberations not one but two jurors had 
conversations with their pastors that ultimately addressed the issue 
being resolved at the penalty phase in this case. Because jurors 
instructed not to speak to anyone about the case except a fellow juror 
during deliberations . . . . may assume such an instruction does not 
apply to confidential relationships, we recommend the jury be 
expressly instructed that they may not speak to anyone about the 
case, except a fellow juror during deliberations, and that this 
includes, but is not limited to, spouses, spiritual leaders or advisers, 
or therapists. Moreover, the jury should also be instructed that if 
anyone, other than a fellow juror during deliberations, tells a juror 
his or her view of the evidence in the case, the juror should report 
that conversation immediately to the court. 

(Id. at p. 306, fn. 11.) 
 
The court may, at its discretion, add the suggested language to the second 
paragraph of this instruction. 
 
Jury Misconduct 
It is error to instruct the jury to immediately advise the court if a juror refuses to 
deliberate or expresses an intention to disregard the law or to decide the case based 
on penalty, punishment, or any other improper basis. (People v. Engelman (2002) 
28 Cal.4th 436, 449 [121 Cal.Rptr.2d 862, 49 P.3d 209].) 
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Posttrial Introductory 
 

201. Do Not Investigate 
__________________________________________________________________ 

Do not do any research regarding this case on your own or as a group. Do not 
use a dictionary, the Internet, or other reference materials.  Do not 
investigate the facts or law.  Do not conduct any experiments, or visit the 
scene of any event involved in this case. If you happen to pass by the scene, do 
not stop or investigate.Do not use the Internet (, a dictionary/[, or 
__________<insert other relevant source of information or means of 
communication>]) in any way in connection with this case, either on your own 
or as a group.   Do not investigate the facts or the law or do any research 
regarding this case, either on your own, or as a group.  Do not conduct any 
tests or experiments, or visit the scene of any event involved in this case. If 
you happen to pass by the scene, do not stop or investigate. 
 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
New January 2006; Revised June 2007, April 2010 
 

BENCH NOTES 
 

Instructional Duty 
The court has a sua sponte duty to instruct the jurors on how they must conduct 
themselves during trial. (Pen. Code, § 1122.) 
 

AUTHORITY 
 
 No Independent Research4Pen. Code, § 1122; People v. Karis (1988) 46 

Cal.3d 612, 642 [250 Cal.Rptr. 659, 758 P.2d 1189]; People v. Castro (1986) 
184 Cal.App.3d 849, 853 [229 Cal.Rptr. 280]; People v. Sutter (1982) 134 
Cal.App.3d 806, 820 [184 Cal.Rptr. 829]. 

 
 
Secondary Sources 
 
4 Millman, Sevilla & Tarlow, California Criminal Defense Practice, Ch. 81, Jury 
Selection and Opening Statement, § 81.06[1], Ch. 85, Submission to Jury and 
Verdict, § 85.05[4][a][i] (Matthew Bender). 
 

9
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Posttrial Introductory 
222. Evidence 

__________________________________________________________________ 

You must decide what the facts are in this case. You must use only the 
evidence that was presented in this courtroom [or during a jury view]. 
“Evidence” is the sworn testimony of witnesses, the exhibits admitted into 
evidence, and anything else I told you to consider as evidence. 
 
Nothing that the attorneys say is evidence. In their opening statements and 
closing arguments, the attorneys discuss the case, but their remarks are not 
evidence. Their questions are not evidence. Only the witnesses’ answers are 
evidence. The attorneys’ questions are significant only if they helped you to 
understand the witnesses’ answers. Do not assume that something is true just 
because one of the attorneys asked a question that suggested it was true. 
 
During the trial, the attorneys may have objected to questions or moved to 
strike answers given by the witnesses. I ruled on the objections according to 
the law. If I sustained an objection, you must ignore the question. If the 
witness was not permitted to answer, do not guess what the answer might 
have been or why I ruled as I did. If I ordered testimony stricken from the 
record you must disregard it and must not consider that testimony for any 
purpose.  
 
You must disregard anything you saw or heard when the court was not in 
session, even if it was done or said by one of the parties or witnesses. 
 
[During the trial, you were told that the People and the defense agreed, or 
stipulated, to certain facts. This means that they both accept those facts as 
true. Because there is no dispute about those facts you must also accept them 
as true.] 
 
The court reporter has made a record of everything that was said during the 
trial. If you decide that it is necessary, you may ask that the court reporter’s 
record be read to you. You must accept the court reporter’s record as 
accurate.   
 

__________________________________________________________________ 
New January 2006; Revised June 2007, August 2009 
 

BENCH NOTES 
 
Instructional Duty 
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There is no sua sponte duty to instruct on these evidentiary topics; however, 
instruction on these topics has been approved. (People v. Barajas (1983) 145 
Cal.App.3d 804, 809 [193 Cal.Rptr. 750]; People v. Samayoa (1997) 15 Cal.4th 
795, 843–844 [64 Cal.Rptr.2d 400, 938 P.2d 2]; People v. Horton (1995) 11 
Cal.4th 1068, 1121 [47 Cal.Rptr.2d 516, 906 P.2d 478].)  
 
If the parties stipulated to one or more facts, give the bracketed paragraph that 
begins with “During the trial, you were told.” 
 

AUTHORITY 
 
 Evidence Defined4Evid. Code, § 140. 

 Arguments Not Evidence4People v. Barajas (1983) 145 Cal.App.3d 804, 809 
[193 Cal.Rptr. 750]. 

 Questions Not Evidence4People v. Samayoa (1997) 15 Cal.4th 795, 843–844 
[64 Cal.Rptr.2d 400]. 

 Stipulations4Palmer v. City of Long Beach (1948) 33 Cal.2d 134, 141–142 
[199 P.2d 952]. 

 Striking Testimony4People v. Horton (1995) 11 Cal.4th 1068, 1121 [47 
Cal.Rptr.2d 516, 906 P.2d 478]. 

 
Secondary Sources 

 
5 Witkin & Epstein, California Criminal Law (3d ed. 2000), §§ 636, 643. 
 
4 Millman, Sevilla & Tarlow, California Criminal Defense Practice, Ch. 83, 
Evidence, §§  83.01[1], 83.02[2] (Matthew Bender). 
 
 

RELATED ISSUES 
 
Non-Testifying Courtroom Conduct 
There is authority for an instruction informing the jury to disregard defendant’s in-
court, but non-testifying behavior. (People v. Garcia (1984) 160 Cal.App.3d 82, 
90 [206 Cal.Rptr. 468] [defendant was disruptive in court; court instructed jurors 
they should not consider this behavior in deciding guilt or innocence].) However, 
if the defendant has put his or her character in issue or another basis for relevance 
exists, such an instruction should not be given. (People v. Garcia, supra, 160 
Cal.App.3d at p. 91, fn. 7; People v. Foster (1988) 201 Cal.App.3d 20, 25 [246 
Cal.Rptr. 855].) 
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Posttrial Introductory 

 
240. Causation  

__________________________________________________________________ 

An act [or omission] causes (injury/__________ <insert other description>) if 
the (injury/__________ <insert other description>) is the direct, natural, and 
probable consequence of the act [or omission] and the (injury/__________ 
<insert other description>) would not have happened without the act [or 
omission]. A natural and probable consequence is one that a reasonable person 
would know is likely to happen if nothing unusual intervenes. In deciding 
whether a consequence is natural and probable, consider all the 
circumstances established by the evidence. 
 
<Give if multiple potential causes.> 
[There may be more than one cause of (injury/__________ <insert other 
description>). An act [or omission] causes (injury/__________ <insert other 
description>), only if it is a substantial factor in causing the 
(injury/__________ <insert other description>). A substantial factor is more 
than a trivial or remote factor. However, it does not have to be the only factor 
that causes the (injury/__________ <insert other description>).]
__________________________________________________________________ 
New January 2006 
 

BENCH NOTES 
 
Instructional Duty 
If causation is at issue, the court has a sua sponte duty to instruct on proximate 
cause. (People v. Bernhardt (1963) 222 Cal.App.2d 567, 590–591 [35 Cal.Rptr. 
401]; People v. Cervantes (2001) 26 Cal.4th 860, 866–874 [111 Cal.Rptr.2d 148, 
29 P.3d 225].) The committee has addressed causation in those instructions where 
the issue is most likely to arise. If the particular facts of the case raise a causation 
issue and other instructions do not adequately cover the point, give this instruction. 
 
If there is evidence of multiple potential causes, the court should also give the 
bracketed paragraph. (People v. Sanchez (2001) 26 Cal.4th 834, 845–849 [111 
Cal.Rptr.2d 129, 29 P.3d 209]; People v. Autry (1995) 37 Cal.App.4th 351, 363 
[43 Cal.Rptr.2d 135].) 
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AUTHORITY 

 
 Proximate Cause4People v. Cervantes (2001) 26 Cal.4th 860, 866–874 [111 

Cal.Rptr.2d 148, 29 P.3d 225]; People v. Roberts (1992) 2 Cal.4th 271, 315–
322 [6 Cal.Rptr.2d 276, 826 P.2d 274]. 

 Substantial Factor4People v. Sanchez (2001) 26 Cal.4th 834, 845–849 [111 
Cal.Rptr.2d 129, 29 P.3d 209]; People v. Autry (1995) 37 Cal.App.4th 351, 363 
[43 Cal.Rptr.2d 135]. 

 Independent Intervening Cause4People v. Cervantes (2001) 26 Cal.4th 860, 
856–874 [111 Cal.Rptr.2d 148, 29 P.3d 225]. 

 Causation Instructions4People v. Sanchez (2001) 26 Cal.4th 834, 845–849 
[111 Cal.Rptr.2d 129, 29 P.3d 209]; People v. Roberts (1992) 2 Cal.4th 271, 
311–322 [6 Cal.Rptr.2d 276, 826 P.2d 274]; People v. Autry (1995) 37 
Cal.App.4th 351, 363 [43 Cal.Rptr.2d 135]. 

 Instructional Duty4People v. Bernhardt (1963) 222 Cal.App.2d 567, 590–591 
[35 Cal.Rptr. 401]. 

 Natural and Probable Consequences Defined4See People v. Prettyman (1996) 
14 Cal.4th 248, 291 [58 Cal.Rptr.2d 827, 926 P.2d 1013] (conc. & dis. opn. of 
Brown, J.). 

 
Secondary Sources 
 
1 Witkin & Epstein, California Criminal Law (3d ed. 2000) Elements, §§ 35–44. 
 
1 Witkin & Epstein, California Criminal Law (3d ed. 2000) Crimes Against the 

Person, § 93. 
 
4 Millman, Sevilla & Tarlow, California Criminal Defense Practice, Ch. 85, 
Submission to Jury and Verdict, § 85.02[1A][a] (Matthew Bender). 
 
6 Millman, Sevilla & Tarlow, California Criminal Defense Practice, Ch. 140, 
Challenges to Crimes, § 140.04 (Matthew Bender). 
 
 
241–249. Reserved for Future Use 
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Evidence 
 

301. Single Witness’s Testimony 
  

[Except for the testimony of _________ <insert witness’s name>, which 
requires supporting evidence [if you decide (he/she)  is an accomplice],] 
(the/The) testimony of only one witness can prove any fact. Before you 
conclude that the testimony of one witness proves a fact, you should carefully 
review all the evidence.   
  
New January 2006; Revised April 2010 
 

BENCH NOTES 
 
Instructional Duty 
The court has a sua sponte duty to give an instruction on this issue in every case. 
(People v. Rincon-Pineda (1975) 14 Cal.3d 864, 884–885 [123 Cal.Rptr. 119, 538 
P.2d 247].) Insert the bracketed language if the testimony of an accomplice or 
other witness requires corroboration. (People v. Chavez (1985) 39 Cal.3d 823, 
831–832 [218 Cal.Rptr. 49, 705 P.2d 372].) 
 
The following constitutional provisions and statutes require evidence that 
corroborates a witness’s testimony: Cal. Const., art. I, § 18 [treason]; Pen. Code, 
§§ 1111 [accomplice testimony]; 653f [solicitation of felony]; 118 [perjury]; 1108 
[abortion and seduction of minor]; 532 [obtaining property by false pretenses]. 
 
Give the bracketed phrase “if you decide (he/she) is an accomplice” and 
CALCRIM No. 334 if the jury must determine whether a witness is an 
accomplice. 
 

AUTHORITY 
 

 Instructional Requirements4Evid. Code, § 411; People v. Rincon-Pineda 
(1975) 14 Cal.3d 864, 885 [123 Cal.Rptr. 119, 538 P.2d 247]. 

 Corroboration Required4People v. Chavez (1985) 39 Cal.3d 823, 831–832 
[218 Cal.Rptr. 49, 705 P.2d 372]. 

 
Secondary Sources 

 
3 Witkin, California Evidence (4th ed. 2000) Presentation, § 111. 
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4 Millman, Sevilla & Tarlow, California Criminal Defense Practice, Ch. 85, 
Submission to Jury and Verdict, § 85.03[2][b] (Matthew Bender). 
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RELATED ISSUES 

 
Uncorroborated Testimony of Defendant 
The cautionary admonition regarding a single witness’s testimony applies with 
equal force to uncorroborated testimony by a defendant. (People v. Turner (1990) 
50 Cal.3d 668, 696, fn. 14 [268 Cal.Rptr. 706, 789 P.2d 887].) 
 
 
Uncorroborated Testimony in Sex Offense Cases  
In a prosecution for forcible rape, an instruction that the testimony of a single 
witness is sufficient may be given in conjunction with an instruction that there is 
no legal corroboration requirement in a sex offense case. Both instructions 
correctly state the law and because each focuses on a different legal point, there is 
no implication that the victim’s testimony is more credible than the defendant’s 
testimony. (People v. Gammage (1992) 2 Cal.4th 693, 700–702 [7 Cal.Rptr.2d 
541, 828 P.2d 682] [resolving split of authority on whether the two instructions 
can be given together].) 
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Homicide 

 
505. Justifiable Homicide: Self-Defense or Defense of Another 

__________________________________________________________________

The defendant is not guilty of (murder/ [or] manslaughter/attempted murder/ 
[or] attempted voluntary manslaughter) if (he/she) was justified in 
(killing/attempting to kill) someone in (self-defense/ [or] defense of another). 
The defendant acted in lawful (self-defense/ [or] defense of another) if: 
 

1. The defendant reasonably believed that (he/she/ [or] someone else/ 
[or] __________ <insert name or description of third party>) was in 
imminent danger of being killed or suffering great bodily injury [or 
was in imminent danger of being (raped/maimed/robbed/ 
__________ <insert other forcible and atrocious crime>)]; 

 
2. The defendant reasonably believed that the immediate use of deadly 

force was necessary to defend against that danger; 
 

AND 
 

3. The defendant used no more force than was reasonably necessary to 
defend against that danger. 

 
Belief in future harm is not sufficient, no matter how great or how likely the 
harm is believed to be. The defendant must have believed there was imminent 
danger of death or great bodily injury to (himself/herself/ [or] someone else). 
Defendant’s belief must have been reasonable and (he/she) must have acted 
only because of that belief. The defendant is only entitled to use that amount 
of force that a reasonable person would believe is necessary in the same 
situation. If the defendant used more force than was reasonable, the 
[attempted] killing was not justified. 
  
When deciding whether the defendant’s beliefs were reasonable, consider all 
the circumstances as they were known to and appeared to the defendant and 
consider what a reasonable person in a similar situation with similar 
knowledge would have believed. If the defendant’s beliefs were reasonable, 
the danger does not need to have actually existed. 
 
[The defendant’s belief that (he/she/ [or] someone else) was threatened may 
be reasonable even if (he/she) relied on information that was not true. 
However, the defendant must actually and reasonably have believed that the 
information was true.] 
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[If you find that __________<insert name of decedent/victim> threatened or 
harmed the defendant [or others] in the past, you may consider that 
information in deciding whether the defendant’s conduct and beliefs were 
reasonable.] 
 
[If you find that the defendant knew that __________<insert name of 
decedent/victim> had threatened or harmed others in the past, you may 
consider that information in deciding whether the defendant’s conduct and 
beliefs were reasonable.]   
 
[Someone who has been threatened or harmed by a person in the past, is 
justified in acting more quickly or taking greater self-defense measures 
against that person.]   
 
[If you find that the defendant received a threat from someone else that 
(he/she) reasonably associated with __________<insert name of 
decedent/victim>, you may consider that threat in deciding whether the 
defendant was justified in acting in (self-defense/ [or] defense of another).] 
 
[A defendant is not required to retreat. He or she is entitled to stand his or 
her ground and defend himself or herself and, if reasonably necessary, to 
pursue an assailant until the danger of (death/great bodily injury/__________ 
<insert forcible and atrocious crime>) has passed. This is so even if safety 
could have been achieved by retreating.] 
 
[Great bodily injury means significant or substantial physical injury. It is an 
injury that is greater than minor or moderate harm.] 
 
The People have the burden of proving beyond a reasonable doubt that the 
[attempted] killing was not justified. If the People have not met this burden, 
you must find the defendant not guilty of (murder/ [or] manslaughter/ 
attempted murder/ [or] attempted voluntary manslaughter).
__________________________________________________________________ 
New January 2006 
 

BENCH NOTES 
 
Instructional Duty 
The court has a sua sponte duty to instruct on self-defense when “it appears that 
the defendant is relying on such a defense, or if there is substantial evidence 
supportive of such a defense and the defense is not inconsistent with the 
defendant’s theory of the case.” (People v. Breverman (1998) 19 Cal.4th 142, 157 
[77 Cal.Rtpr.2d 870, 960 P.2d 1094] [addressing duty to instruct on voluntary 
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manslaughter as lesser included offense, but also discussing duty to instruct on 
defenses generally]; see also People v. Lemus (1988) 203 Cal.App.3d 470, 478 
[249 Cal.Rptr. 897] [if substantial evidence of self-defense exists, court must 
instruct sua sponte and let jury decide credibility of witnesses].)  
 
If there is substantial evidence of self-defense that is inconsistent with the 
defendant’s testimony, the court must ascertain whether the defendant wants an 
instruction on self-defense. (People v. Breverman, supra, 19 Cal.4th at p. 156.) 
The court is then required to give the instruction if the defendant so requests. 
(People v. Elize (1999) 71 Cal.App.4th 605, 611–615 [84 Cal.Rptr.2d 35].)  
 
On defense request and when supported by sufficient evidence, the court must 
instruct that the jury may consider the effect of “antecedent threats and assaults 
against the defendant on the reasonableness of defendant’s conduct.” (People v. 
Garvin (2003) 110 Cal.App.4th 484, 488 [1 Cal.Rptr.3d 774].) The court must also 
instruct that the jury may consider previous threats or assaults by the aggressor 
against someone else or threats received by the defendant from a third party that 
the defendant reasonably associated with the aggressor. (See People v. Pena 
(1984) 151 Cal.App.3d 462, 475 [198 Cal.Rptr. 819]; People v. Minifie (1996) 13 
Cal.4th 1055, 1065, 1068 [56 Cal.Rptr.2d 133, 920 P.2d 1337].) 
 
Forcible and atrocious crimes are generally those crimes whose character and 
manner reasonably create a fear of death or serious bodily harm. (People v. 
Ceballos (1974) 12 Cal.3d 470, 479 [116 Cal.Rptr. 233, 526 P.2d 241].) The 
following crimes have been deemed forcible and atrocious as a matter of law: 
murder, mayhem, rape, and robbery. (Id. at p. 478.) If the defendant is asserting 
that he or she was resisting the commission of one of these felonies or another 
specific felony, the court should include the bracketed language at the end of 
element 1 and select “raped,” “maimed,” or “robbed,” or insert another appropriate 
forcible and atrocious crime. In all other cases involving death or great bodily 
injury, the court should use element 1 without the bracketed language. 
 
Related Instructions 
CALCRIM Nos. 506–511, Justifiable and Excusable Homicides.  

CALCRIM Nos. 3470–3477, Defense Instructions: Defense of Self, Another, 
Property. 

CALCRIM No. 571, Voluntary Manslaughter: Imperfect Self-Defense–Lesser 
Included Offense. 

 
AUTHORITY 

 
 Justifiable Homicide4Pen. Code, §§ 197–199. 
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 Fear4Pen. Code, § 198. 

 Lawful Resistance4Pen. Code, §§ 692–694. 

 Burden of Proof4Pen. Code, § 189.5; People v. Banks (1976) 67 Cal.App.3d 
379, 383–384 [137 Cal.Rptr. 652]. 

 Elements4People v. Humphrey (1996) 13 Cal.4th 1073, 1082 [56 Cal.Rptr.2d 
142, 921 P.2d 1]. 

 Forcible and Atrocious Crimes4People v. Ceballos (1974) 12 Cal.3d 470, 
478–479 [116 Cal.Rptr. 233, 526 P.2d 241]. 

 Imminence4People v. Aris (1989) 215 Cal.App.3d 1178, 1187 [264 Cal.Rptr. 
167], overruled on other grounds in People v. Humphrey (1996) 13 Cal.4th 
1073, 1089 [56 Cal.Rptr.2d 142, 921 P.2d 1]. 

 No Duty to Retreat4People v. Hughes (1951) 107 Cal.App.2d 487, 493 [237 
P.2d 64]; People v. Hatchett (1942) 56 Cal.App.2d 20, 22 [132 P.2d 51]. 

 Reasonable Belief4People v. Humphrey (1996) 13 Cal.4th 1073, 1082 [56 
Cal.Rptr.2d 142, 921 P.2d 1]; People v. Clark (1982) 130 Cal.App.3d 371, 377 
[181 Cal.Rptr. 682]. 

 Must Act Under Influence of Fear Alone4Pen. Code, § 198. 

 This Instruction Upheld4People v. Genovese (2008) 168 Cal.App.4th 817, 
832 [85 Cal.Rptr.3d 664]. 

 

Secondary Sources 
 
1 Witkin & Epstein, California Criminal Law (3d ed. 2000) Defenses, §§ 64–77. 
 
3 Millman, Sevilla & Tarlow, California Criminal Defense Practice, Ch. 73, 
Defenses and Justifications, §§ 73.11, 73.12 (Matthew Bender). 
 
4 Millman, Sevilla & Tarlow, California Criminal Defense Practice, Ch. 85, 
Submission to Jury and Verdict, § 85.04[1][c] (Matthew Bender). 
 
6 Millman, Sevilla & Tarlow, California Criminal Defense Practice, Ch. 142, 
Crimes Against the Person, § 142.01[1][b] (Matthew Bender). 
 

COMMENTARY 
 
Penal Code section 197, subdivision 1 provides that self-defense may be used in 
response to threats of death or great bodily injury, or to resist the commission of a 
felony. (Pen. Code, § 197, subd. 1.) However, in People v. Ceballos (1974) 12 
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Cal.3d 470, 477–479 [116 Cal.Rptr. 233, 526 P.2d 241], the court held that 
although the latter part of section 197 appears to apply when a person resists the 
commission of any felony, it should be read in light of common law principles that 
require the felony to be “some atrocious crime attempted to be committed by 
force.” (Id. at p. 478.) This instruction is therefore written to provide that self-
defense may be used in response to threats of great bodily injury or death or to 
resist the commission of forcible and atrocious crimes.  
 

RELATED ISSUES 
 
Imperfect Self-Defense 
Most courts hold that an instruction on imperfect self-defense is required in every 
case in which a court instructs on perfect self-defense. If there is substantial 
evidence of a defendant’s belief in the need for self-defense, there will always be 
substantial evidence to support an imperfect self-defense instruction because the 
reasonableness of that belief will always be at issue. (People v. Ceja (1994) 26 
Cal.App.4th 78, 85–86 [31 Cal.Rptr.2d 475], overruled on other grounds in People 
v. Blakeley (2000) 23 Cal.4th 82, 91 [96 Cal.Rptr.2d 451, 999 P.2d 675]; People v. 
De Leon (1992) 10 Cal.App.4th 815, 824.) The court in People v. Rodriguez 
disagreed, however, and found that an imperfect self-defense instruction was not 
required sua sponte on the facts of the case where defendant’s version of the crime 
“could only lead to an acquittal based on justifiable homicide,” and when the 
prosecutor’s version could only lead to a conviction of first degree murder. 
(People v. Rodriguez (1992) 53 Cal.App.4th 1250, 1275 [62 Cal.Rptr.2d 345]; see 
also People v. Williams (1997) 4 Cal.4th 354, 362 [14 Cal.Rptr.2d 441, 841 P.2d 
961] [in rape prosecution, no mistake-of-fact instruction was required when two 
sides gave wholly divergent accounts with no middle ground to support a mistake-
of-fact instruction].) 
 
No Defense for Initial Aggressor 
An aggressor whose victim fights back in self-defense may not invoke the doctrine 
of self-defense against the victim’s legally justified acts. (In re Christian S. (1994) 
7 Cal.4th 768, 773, fn. 1 [30 Cal.Rptr.2d 33, 872 P.2d 574].) If the aggressor 
attempts to break off the fight and communicates this to the victim, but the victim 
continues to attack, the aggressor may use self-defense against the victim to the 
same extent as if he or she had not been the initial aggressor. (Pen. Code, § 197, 
subd. 3; People v. Trevino (1988) 200 Cal.App.3d 874, 879 [246 Cal.Rptr. 357]; 
see CALCRIM No. 3471, Right to Self-Defense: Mutual Combat or Initial 
Aggressor.) In addition, if the victim responds with a sudden escalation of force, 
the aggressor may legally defend against the use of force. (People v. Quach (2004) 
116 Cal.App.4th 294, 301–302 [10 Cal.Rptr.3d 196]; see CALCRIM No. 3471, 
Right to Self-Defense: Mutual Combat or Initial Aggressor.) 
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Transferred Intent Applies 
“[T]he doctrine of self-defense is available to insulate one from criminal 
responsibility where his act, justifiably in self-defense, inadvertently results in the 
injury of an innocent bystander.” (People v. Mathews (1979) 91 Cal.App.3d 1018, 
1024 [154 Cal.Rptr. 628]; see also People v. Curtis (1994) 30 Cal.App.4th 1337, 
1357 [37 Cal.Rptr.2d 304].) There is no sua sponte duty to instruct on this 
principle, although such an instruction must be given on request when substantial 
evidence supports it. (People v. Mathews, supra, 91 Cal.App.3d at p. 1025; see 
also CALCRIM No. 562, Transferred Intent.) 
 
Definition of “Imminent” 
In People v. Aris (1989) 215 Cal.App.3d 1178, 1187 [264 Cal.Rptr. 167], 
overruled on other grounds in People v. Humphrey (1996) 13 Cal.4th 1073, 1089 
[56 Cal.Rptr.2d 142, 921 P.2d 1], the jury requested clarification of the term 
“imminent.” In response, the trial court instructed: 

 
“Imminent peril,” as used in these instructions, means that the peril 
must have existed or appeared to the defendant to have existed at the 
very time the fatal shot was fired. In other words, the peril must 
appear to the defendant as immediate and present and not 
prospective or even in the near future. An imminent peril is one that, 
from appearances, must be instantly dealt with. 

(Ibid.) 
 
The Court of Appeal agreed with this definition of “imminent.” (Id. at pp. 1187–
1190 [citing People v. Scoggins (1869) 37 Cal. 676, 683–684].) 
 
Reasonable Person Standard Not Modified by Evidence of Mental Impairment  
In People v. Jefferson (2004) 119 Cal.App.4th 508, 519 [14 Cal.Rptr.3d 473], the 
court rejected the argument that the reasonable person standard for self-defense 
should be the standard of a mentally ill person like the defendant. “The common 
law does not take account of a person’s mental capacity when determining 
whether he has acted as the reasonable person would have acted. The law holds 
‘the mentally deranged or insane defendant accountable for his negligence as if the 
person were a normal, prudent person.’ (Prosser & Keeton, Torts (5th ed. 1984) § 
32, p. 177.)” (Ibid.; see also Rest.2d Torts, § 283B.)  
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Homicide 
 

507. Justifiable Homicide: By Public Officer 
            
The defendant is not guilty of (murder/ [or] manslaughter/attempted murder/ 
[or] attempted voluntary manslaughter) if (he/she) (attempted to kill/killed) 
someone while (acting as a public officer/obeying a public officer’s command 
for aid and assistance). Such (a/an) [attempted] killing is justified, and 
therefore not unlawful, if: 
 

1. The defendant was (a public officer/obeying a public officer’s 
command for aid and assistance); 

 
2. The [attempted] killing was committed while (taking back into 

custody a convicted felon [or felons] who had escaped from prison 
or confinement[,]/ arresting a person [or persons] charged with a 
felony who (was/were) resisting arrest or fleeing from justice[,]/ 
overcoming actual resistance to some legal process[,]/ [or] while 
performing any [other] legal duty); 

 
3. The [attempted] killing was necessary to accomplish (one of 

those/that) lawful purpose[s]; 
 

AND 
 
4. The defendant had probable cause to believe that __________ 

<insert name of decedent> [posed a threat of death or great bodily 
injuryserious bodily harm, either to the defendant or to others]/[or] 
[that __________ <insert name of decedent> had committed 
(__________<insert forcible and atrocious crime>/__________<insert 
crime decedent was suspected of committing, e.g., burglary>, and that 
crime threatened the defendant or others with death or great bodily 
injuryserious bodily harm]. <See Bench Note discussing this 
element.> 

 
A person has probable cause to believe that someone poses a threat of death or 
serious bodily harmgreat bodily injury when facts known to the person would 
persuade someone of reasonable caution that the other person is going to 
cause death or serious bodily harmgreat bodily injury to another. 
 
[An officer or employee of __________ <insert name of state or local 
government agency that employs public officer> is a public officer.] 
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The People have the burden of proving beyond a reasonable doubt that the 
[attempted] killing was not justified. If the People have not met this burden, 
you must find the defendant not guilty of [attempted] (murder/ [or] 
manslaughter).
             
New January 2006; Revised April 2011 

 
BENCH NOTES 

 
Instructional Duty 
The court has a sua sponte duty to instruct on justifiable homicide when “it 
appears that the defendant is relying on such a defense, or if there is substantial 
evidence supportive of such a defense and the defense is not inconsistent with the 
defendant’s theory of the case.” (See People v. Breverman (1998) 19 Cal.4th 142, 
156 [77 Cal.Rptr.2d 870, 960 P.2d 1094] [addressing sua sponte duty to instruct 
on self-defense].) 
 
In element 2, select the phrase appropriate for the facts of the case. 
 
It is unclear whether the officer must always have probable cause to believe that 
the victim poses a threat of future harm or if it is sufficient if the officer has 
probable cause to believe that the victim committed a forcible and atrocious crime. 
In Tennessee v. Garner (1985) 471 U.S. 1, 3, 11 [105 S.Ct. 1694, 85 L.Ed.2d 1], 
the Supreme Court held that, under the Fourth Amendment, deadly force may not 
be used to prevent the escape of an apparently unarmed suspected felon unless it is 
necessary to prevent the escape and the officer has probable cause to believe that 
the suspect poses a significant threat of death or serious physical injury to the 
officer or others. “Garner necessarily limits the scope of justification for homicide 
under section 197, subdivision 4, and other similar statutes from the date of that 
decision.” (People v. Martin (1985) 168 Cal.App.3d 1111, 1124 [214 Cal.Rptr. 
873].) In a footnote, Garner, supra, 471 U.S. 1, 16, fn. 15, noted that California 
law permits a killing in either situation, that is, when the suspect has committed an 
atrocious crime or when the suspect poses a threat of future harm. (See also Long 
Beach Police Officers Assn v. City of Long Beach (1976) 61 Cal.App.3d 364, 371-
375 [132 Cal.Rptr. 348] [also stating the rule as “either” but quoting police 
regulations, which require that the officer always believe there is a risk of future 
harm.]) The committee has provided both options, but see People v. Ceballos 
(1974) 12 Cal.3d 470, 478-479 [116 Cal.Rptr. 233, 526 P.2d 241]. The court 
should review relevant case law before giving the bracketed language. 
 
As with a peace officer, the jury must determine whether the defendant was a 
public officer. (People v. Brown (1988) 46 Cal.3d 432, 444–445 [250 Cal.Rptr. 
604, 758 P.2d 1135].) The court may instruct the jury in the appropriate definition 
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of “public officer” from the statute (e.g., “a Garden Grove Regular Police Officer 
and a Garden Grove Reserve Police Officer are public officers”). (Ibid.) However, 
the court may not instruct the jury that the defendant was a public officer as a 
matter of law (e.g., “Officer Reed was a public officer”). (Ibid.) 
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Related Instructions 
CALCRIM No. 508, Justifiable Homicide: Citizen Arrest (Non-Peace Officer). 

CALCRIM No. 509, Justifiable Homicide: Non-Peace Officer Preserving the 
Peace. 

 
AUTHORITY 

 
 Justifiable Homicide by Public Officer4Pen. Code, §§ 196, 199. 

 Burden of Proof4Pen. Code, § 189.5; People v. Frye (1992) 7 Cal.App.4th 
1148, 11541155 [10 Cal.Rptr.2d 217]; People v. Banks (1976) 67 Cal.App.3d 
379, 383–384 [137 Cal.Rptr. 652]. 

 Public Officer4See Pen. Code, §§ 831(a) [custodial officer], 831.4 [sheriff’s 
or police security officer], 831.5 [custodial officer], 831.6 [transportation 
officer], 3089 [county parole officer]; In re Frederick B. (1987) 192 
Cal.App.3d 79, 89–90 [237 Cal.Rptr. 338], disapproved on other grounds in In 
re Randy G. (2001) 26 Cal.4th 556, 567 fn. 2 [110 Cal.Rptr.2d 516, 28 P.3d 
239] [“public officers” is broader category than “peace officers”]; see also Pen. 
Code, § 836.5(a) [authority to arrest without warrant]. 

 
Secondary Sources 
 
1 Witkin & Epstein, California Criminal Law (3d ed. 2000) Defenses, §§ 82, 85, 
243. 
 
3 Millman, Sevilla & Tarlow, California Criminal Defense Practice, Ch. 73, 
Defenses and Justifications, § 73.15[1], [2] (Matthew Bender). 
 
4 Millman, Sevilla & Tarlow, California Criminal Defense Practice, Ch. 85, 
Submission to Jury and Verdict, § 85.04[1][c] (Matthew Bender). 
 
6 Millman, Sevilla & Tarlow, California Criminal Defense Practice, Ch. 142, 
Crimes Against the Person, § 142.01[1][b] (Matthew Bender). 
 

RELATED ISSUES 
 
Killing Committed in Obedience to Judgment 
A homicide is also justifiable when committed by a public officer “in obedience to 
any judgment of a competent court.” (Pen. Code, § 196, subd. 1.) There are no 
reported cases construing this subdivision. This provision appears to apply 
exclusively to lawful executions.  
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Homicide 

 
508. Justifiable Homicide: Citizen Arrest (Non-Peace Officer) 

             

The defendant is not guilty of (murder/ [or] manslaughter/attempted murder/ 
[or] attempted voluntary manslaughter) if (he/she) (killed/attempted to kill) 
someone while trying to arrest him or her for a violent felony. Such (a/an) 
[attempted] killing is justified, and therefore not unlawful, if: 

 
1.  The defendant committed the [attempted] killing while lawfully trying to 

arrest or detain __________ <insert name of decedent> for committing (the 
crime of __________<insert forcible and atrocious crime, i.e.,  felony that 
threatened death or serious bodily harmgreat bodily 
injury>/__________<insert crime decedent was suspected of committing, e.g., 
burglary>, and that crime threatened the defendant or others with death 
or serious bodily harmgreat bodily injury);  

 
2.  __________ <insert name of decedent> actually committed (the crime of 

__________<insert forcible and atrocious crime, i.e.,  felony that threatened 
death or serious bodily harmgreat bodily injury>/__________<insert crime 
decedent was suspected of committing, e.g., burglary> , and that crime 
threatened the defendant or others with death or serious bodily harmgreat 
bodily injury); 

 

 
3.  The defendant had reason to believe that __________ <insert name of 

decedent> had committed (the crime of __________<insert forcible and 
atrocious crime, i.e.,  felony that threatened death or serious bodily harmgreat 
bodily injury>/__________<insert crime decedent was suspected of 
committing, e.g., burglary> , and that crime threatened the defendant or 
others with death or serious bodily harmgreat bodily injury); 

[4.  The defendant had reason to believe that __________ <insert name of 
decedent> posed a threat of death or serious bodily harmgreat bodily 
injury, either to the defendant or to others]; 

AND 
 

5.  The [attempted] killing was necessary to prevent __________’s <insert 
name of decedent> escape. 

 
A person has reason to believe that someone [poses a threat of death or great 
bodily injuryserious bodily harm or] committed (the crime of 
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__________<insert forcible and atrocious crime, i.e.,  felony that threatened 
death or serious bodily harmgreat bodily injury>/__________<insert crime 
decedent was suspected of committing, e.g., burglary> , and that crime 
threatened the defendant or others with death or serious bodily harmgreat 
bodily injury) when facts known to the person would persuade someone of 
reasonable caution to have (that/those) belief[s]. 
 
 
The People have the burden of proving beyond a reasonable doubt that the 
[attempted] killing was not justified. If the People have not met this burden, 
you must find the defendant not guilty of [attempted] (murder/ [or] 
manslaughter).
             
New January 2006; Revised April 2011 

 
BENCH NOTES 

 
Instructional Duty 
The court has a sua sponte duty to instruct on justifiable homicide when “it 
appears that the defendant is relying on such a defense, or if there is substantial 
evidence supportive of such a defense and the defense is not inconsistent with the 
defendant’s theory of the case.” (See People v. Breverman (1998) 19 Cal.4th 142, 
156 [77 Cal.Rptr.2d 870, 960 P.2d 1094] [addressing sua sponte duty to instruct 
on self-defense].) 
 
It is unclear whether the defendant must always have probable cause to believe 
that the victim poses a threat of future harm or if it is sufficient if the defendant 
knows that the victim committed a forcible and atrocious crime. In Tennessee v. 
Garner (1985) 471 U.S. 1, 3, 11 [105 S.Ct. 1694, 85 L.Ed.2d 1], the Supreme 
Court held that, under the Fourth Amendment, deadly force may not be used by a 
law enforcement officer to prevent the escape of an apparently unarmed suspected 
felon unless it is necessary to prevent the escape and the officer has probable cause 
to believe that the suspect poses a significant threat of death or serious physical 
injury to the officer or others. “Garner necessarily limits the scope of justification 
for homicide under section 197, subdivision 4, and other similar statutes from the 
date of that decision.” (People v. Martin (1985) 168 Cal.App.3d 1111, 1124 [214 
Cal.Rptr. 873].) In a footnote, Garner, supra, 471 U.S. 1, 16, fn. 15, noted that 
California law permits a killing in either situation, that is either when the suspect 
has committed an atrocious crime or when the suspect poses a threat of future 
harm. (See also Long Beach Police Officers Assn v. City of Long Beach (1976) 61 
Cal.App.3d 364, 371–375 [132 Cal.Rptr. 348] [also stating the rule as “either” but 
quoting police regulations, which require that the officer always believe there is a 
risk of future harm].) The committee has provided both options. See People v. 
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Ceballos (1974) 12 Cal.3d 470, 478-479 [116 Cal.Rptr. 233, 526 P.2d 241]. The 
court should review relevant case law before giving bracketed element 4. 
 
Related Instructions 
CALCRIM No. 507, Justifiable Homicide: By Public Officer. 

CALCRIM No. 509, Justifiable Homicide: Non-Peace Officer Preserving the 
Peace. 

 
AUTHORITY 

 
 Justifiable Homicide to Preserve the Peace4Pen. Code, §§ 197, subd. 4, 199. 

 Lawful Resistance to Commission of Offense4Pen. Code, §§ 692–694. 

 Private Persons, Authority to Arrest4Pen. Code, § 837. 

 Burden of Proof4Pen. Code, § 189.5; People v. Frye (1992) 7 Cal.App.4th 
1148, 11541155 [10 Cal.Rptr.2d 217]. 

 Felony Must Threaten Death or Great Bodily Injury4People v. Piorkowski 
(1974) 41 Cal.App.3d 324, 328–329 [115 Cal.Rptr. 830]. 

 
Secondary Sources 
 
1 Witkin & Epstein, California Criminal Law (3d ed. 2000) Defenses, §§ 80–86 
 
3 Millman, Sevilla & Tarlow, California Criminal Defense Practice, Ch. 73, 
Defenses and Justifications, § 73.15[1], [3] (Matthew Bender). 
 
4 Millman, Sevilla & Tarlow, California Criminal Defense Practice, Ch. 85, 
Submission to Jury and Verdict, § 85.04[1][c] (Matthew Bender). 
 
6 Millman, Sevilla & Tarlow, California Criminal Defense Practice, Ch. 142, 
Crimes Against the Person, § 142.01[1][b] (Matthew Bender). 
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RELATED ISSUES 
 

Felony Must Actually Be Committed 
A private citizen may use deadly force to apprehend a fleeing felon only if the 
suspect in fact committed the felony and the person using deadly force had 
reasonable cause to believe so. (People v. Lillard (1912) 18 Cal.App. 343, 345 
[123 P. 221].) 
 
Felony Committed Must Threaten Death or Great Bodily Injury  
Deadly force is permissible to apprehend a felon if “the felony committed is one 
which threatens death or great bodily injury. . . .” (People v. Piorkowski (1974) 41 
Cal.App.3d 324, 328–329 [115 Cal.Rptr. 830]). 
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Homicide 
 

604. Attempted Voluntary Manslaughter: Imperfect Self-Defense—
Lesser Included Offense (Pen. Code, §§ 21a, 192, 664) 

  

An attempted killing that would otherwise be attempted murder is reduced 
to attempted voluntary manslaughter if the defendant attempted to kill a 
person because (he/she) acted in imperfect (self-defense/ [or] defense of 
another).  
 
If you conclude the defendant acted in complete (self-defense/ [or] defense of 
another), (his/her) action was lawful and you must find (him/her) not guilty of 
any crime. The difference between complete (self-defense/ [or] defense of 
another) and imperfect (self-defense/ [or] defense of another) depends on 
whether the defendant’s belief in the need to use deadly force was reasonable. 
 
The defendant acted in imperfect (self-defense/ [or] defense of another) if:  
 

1. The defendant took at least one direct but ineffective step toward 
killing a person. 

 
2. The defendant intended to kill when (he/she) acted. 

 
3. The defendant believed that (he/she/ [or] someone else/__________ 

<insert name of third party>) was in imminent danger of being killed 
or suffering great bodily injury. 

 
 AND 
 

4. The defendant believed that the immediate use of deadly force was 
necessary to defend against the danger. 

 
 BUT 
 
 5.  At least one of the defendant’s beliefs was unreasonable. 
 
[Great bodily injury means significant or substantial physical injury. It is an 
injury that is greater than minor or moderate harm.] 
 
Belief in future harm is not sufficient, no matter how great or how likely the 
harm is believed to be. The defendant must have actually believed there was 
imminent danger of death or great bodily injury violence to (himself/herself/ 
[or] someone else). 
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In evaluating the defendant’s beliefs, consider all the circumstances as they 
were known and appeared to the defendant.  
 
[If you find that __________<insert name or description of alleged victim> 
threatened or harmed the defendant [or others] in the past, you may consider 
that information in evaluating the defendant’s beliefs.] 
 
[If you find that the defendant knew that __________<insert name or 
description of alleged victim> had threatened or harmed others in the past, 
you may consider that information in evaluating the defendant’s beliefs.] 
 
[If you find that the defendant received a threat from someone else that 
(he/she) reasonably associated with __________<insert name or description of 
alleged victim>, you may consider that threat in evaluating the defendant’s 
beliefs.] 
 
The People have the burden of proving beyond a reasonable doubt that the 
defendant was not acting in imperfect self-defense. If the People have not met 
this burden, you must find the defendant not guilty of attempted murder. 
  
New January 2006; Revised August 2009, October 2010 
 

BENCH NOTES 
 
Instructional Duty 
The court has a sua sponte duty to instruct on attempted voluntary manslaughter 
on either theory, heat of passion or imperfect self-defense, when evidence of either 
is “substantial enough to merit consideration” by the jury. (See People v. 
Breverman (1998) 19 Cal.4th 142, 153–163 [77 Cal.Rptr.2d 870, 960 P.2d 1094] 
[discussing charge of completed murder]; People v. Barton (1995) 12 Cal.4th 186, 
201 [47 Cal.Rptr.2d 569, 906 P.2d 531] [same].) 
 
Perfect Self-Defense 
Most courts hold that an instruction on imperfect self-defense is required in every 
case in which a court instructs on perfect self-defense. If there is substantial 
evidence of a defendant’s belief in the need for self-defense, there will always be 
substantial evidence to support an imperfect self-defense instruction because the 
reasonableness of that belief will always be at issue. (See People v. Ceja (1994) 26 
Cal.App.4th 78, 85–86 [31 Cal.Rptr.2d 475], overruled in part in People v. 
Blakeley (2000) 23 Cal.4th 82, 91 [96 Cal.Rptr.2d 451, 999 P.2d 675]; see also 
People v. De Leon (1992) 10 Cal.App.4th 815, 824 [12 Cal.Rptr.2d 825].) The 
court in People v. Rodriguez disagreed, however, and found that an imperfect self-
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defense instruction was not required sua sponte on the facts of the case where the 
defendant’s version of the crime “could only lead to an acquittal based on 
justifiable homicide,” and when the prosecutor’s version of the crime could only 
lead to a conviction of first degree murder. (People v. Rodriguez (1997) 53 
Cal.App.4th 1250, 1275 [62 Cal.Rptr.2d 345]; see also People v. Williams (1992) 
4 Cal.4th 354, 362 [14 Cal.Rptr.2d 441, 841 P.2d 961] [in a rape prosecution, the 
court was not required to give a mistake-of-fact instruction where the two sides 
gave wholly divergent accounts with no middle ground to support a mistake-of-
fact instruction].) 
 
In evaluating whether the defendant actually believed in the need for self-defense, 
the jury may consider the effect of antecedent threats and assaults against the 
defendant, including threats received by the defendant from a third party that the 
defendant reasonably associated with the aggressor. (People v. Minifie (1996) 13 
Cal.4th 1055, 1065, 1069 [56 Cal.Rptr.2d 133, 920 P.2d 1337].) If there is 
sufficient evidence, the court should give the bracketed paragraphs on prior threats 
or assaults on request. 
 
Related Instructions 
CALCRIM Nos. 3470–3477, Defense instructions. 

CALCRIM No. 571, Voluntary Manslaughter: Imperfect Self-Defense—Lesser 
Included Offense.  

CALCRIM No. 603, Attempted Voluntary Manslaughter: Heat of Passion—Lesser 
Included Offense. 

 
AUTHORITY 

 
 Attempt Defined4Pen. Code, §§ 21a, 664. 

 Manslaughter Defined4Pen. Code, § 192. 

 Attempted Voluntary Manslaughter4People v. Van Ronk (1985) 171 
Cal.App.3d 818, 824–825 [217 Cal.Rptr. 581]; People v. Williams (1980) 102 
Cal.App.3d 1018, 1024–1026 [162 Cal.Rptr. 748]. 

 Imperfect Self-Defense Defined4People v. Flannel (1979) 25 Cal.3d 668, 
680–683 [160 Cal.Rptr. 84, 603 P.2d 1]; People v. Barton (1995) 12 Cal.4th 
186, 201 [47 Cal.Rptr.2d 569, 906 P.2d 531]; In re Christian S. (1994) 7 
Cal.4th 768, 773 [30 Cal.Rptr.2d 33, 872 P.2d 574]; see People v. Uriarte 
(1990) 223 Cal.App.3d 192, 197–198 [272 Cal.Rptr. 693] [insufficient 
evidence to support defense of another person]. 
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Secondary Sources 
 
1 Witkin & Epstein, California Criminal Law (3d ed. 2000) Crimes Against the 
Person, § 208. 
 
3 Millman, Sevilla & Tarlow, California Criminal Defense Practice, Ch. 73, 
Defenses and Justifications, § 73.11 (Matthew Bender). 
 
6 Millman, Sevilla & Tarlow, California Criminal Defense Practice, Ch. 141, 
Conspiracy, Solicitation, and Attempt, §§ 141.20[2], 141.21; Ch. 142, Crimes 
Against the Person, §§ 142.01[3][e], 142.02[2][a] (Matthew Bender). 
 

RELATED ISSUES 
 
See the Related Issues section to CALCRIM No. 603, Attempted Voluntary 
Manslaughter: Heat of Passion—Lesser Included Offense and CALCRIM No. 
571, Voluntary Manslaughter: Imperfect Self-Defense—Lesser Included Offense. 
 
 
605–619. Reserved for Future Use 
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Weapons 

 
2514. Possession of Firearm by Person Prohibited by Statute: Self–

Defense 
__________________________________________________________________ 

The defendant is not guilty of unlawful possession of a firearm[, as charged in 
Count __,] if (he/she) temporarily possessed the firearm in (self-defense/ [or] 
defense of another). The defendant possessed the firearm in lawful (self-
defense/ [or] defense of another) if: 
 

1. The defendant reasonably believed that (he/she/someone 
else/__________ <insert name of third party>) was in imminent 
danger of suffering significant or substantial physical injurygreat 
bodily injury; 

 
2. The defendant reasonably believed that the immediate use of force 

was necessary to defend against that danger; 
 

3. A firearm became available to the defendant without planning or 
preparation on (his/her) part; 

 
4. The defendant possessed the firearm temporarily, that is, for a 

period no longer than was necessary [or reasonably appeared to 
have been necessary] for self-defense; 

 
5. No other means of avoiding the danger of injury was available; 

 
AND 

 
6. The defendant’s use of the firearm was reasonable under the 

circumstances. 
 
Belief in future harm is not sufficient, no matter how great or how likely the 
harm is believed to be. The defendant must have believed there was imminent 
danger of violence great bodily injury to (himself/herself/ [or] someone else). 
Defendant’s belief must have been reasonable and (he/she) must have acted 
only because of that belief. The defendant is only entitled to use that amount 
of force that a reasonable person would believe is necessary in the same 
situation. If the defendant used more force than was reasonable, the 
defendant did not act in lawful (self-defense/ [or] defense of another). 
  
When deciding whether the defendant’s beliefs were reasonable, consider all 
the circumstances as they were known to and appeared to the defendant and 
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consider what a reasonable person in a similar situation with similar 
knowledge would have believed. If the defendant’s beliefs were reasonable, 
the danger does not need to have actually existed. 
 
[The defendant’s belief that (he/she/someone else) was threatened may be 
reasonable even if (he/she) relied on information that was not true. However, 
the defendant must actually and reasonably have believed that the 
information was true.] 
 
[If you find that __________ <insert name of person who allegedly threatened 
defendant> threatened or harmed the defendant [or others] in the past, you 
may consider that information in deciding whether the defendant’s conduct 
and beliefs were reasonable.] 
 
[If you find that the defendant knew that __________ <insert name of person 
who allegedly threatened defendant> had threatened or harmed others in the 
past, you may consider that information in deciding whether the defendant’s 
conduct and beliefs were reasonable.]   
 
[Someone who has been threatened or harmed by a person in the past, is 
justified in acting more quickly or taking greater self-defense measures 
against that person.]   
 
[If you find that the defendant received a threat from someone else that 
(he/she) reasonably associated with __________ <insert name of person who 
was the alleged source of the threat>, you may consider that threat in deciding 
whether the defendant was justified in acting in (self-defense/ [or] defense of 
another).] 
 
The People have the burden of proving beyond a reasonable doubt that the 
defendant did not temporarily possess the firearm in (self-defense/ [or] 
defense of another). If the People have not met this burden, you must find the 
defendant not guilty of this crime. 
__________________________________________________________________ 
New January 2006; Revised December 2008 

 
BENCH NOTES 

 
Instructional Duty 
The court has a sua sponte duty to instruct on self-defense when “it appears that 
the defendant is relying on such a defense, or if there is substantial evidence 
supportive of such a defense and the defense is not inconsistent with the 
defendant’s theory of the case.” (See People v. Breverman (1998) 19 Cal.4th 142, 
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157 [77 Cal.Rptr.2d 870, 960 P.2d 1094] [discussing duty to instruct on defenses 
generally]; see also People v. Lemus (1988) 203 Cal.App.3d 470, 478 [249 
Cal.Rptr. 897] [if substantial evidence of self-defense exists, court must instruct 
sua sponte and let jury decide credibility of witnesses]; People v. King (1978) 22 
Cal.3d 12, 24 [148 Cal.Rptr. 409, 582 P.2d 1000] [self-defense applies to charge 
under Pen. Code, § 12021].) 
 
On defense request and when supported by sufficient evidence, the court must 
instruct that the jury may consider the effect of “antecedent threats or assaults 
against the defendant on the reasonableness of defendant’s conduct.” (People v. 
Garvin (2003) 110 Cal.App.4th 484, 488 [1 Cal.Rptr.3d 774].) The court must also 
instruct that the jury may consider previous threats or assaults by the aggressor 
against someone else or threats received by the defendant from a third party that 
the defendant reasonably associated with the aggressor. (See People v. Pena 
(1984) 151 Cal.App.3d 462, 475 [198 Cal.Rptr. 819]; People v. Minifie (1996) 13 
Cal.4th 1055, 1065, 1068 [56 Cal.Rptr.2d 133, 920 P.2d 1337]; see also 
CALCRIM No. 505, Justifiable Homicide: Self-Defense or Defense of Another.) If 
these instructions have already been given in CALCRIM No. 3470 or CALCRIM 
No. 505, the court may delete them here. 
 
Related Instructions 
CALCRIM No. 3470, Right to Self-Defense or Defense of Another (Non-
Homicide). 
CALCRIM No. 3471, Right to Self-Defense: Mutual Combat or Initial Aggressor. 
CALCRIM No. 3472, Right to Self-Defense: May Not Be Contrived. 
CALCRIM No. 505, Justifiable Homicide: Self-Defense or Defense of Another. 
 

AUTHORITY 
 
 Temporary Possession of Firearm by Felon in Self-Defense4People v. King 

(1978) 22 Cal.3d 12, 24 [148 Cal.Rptr. 409, 582 P.2d 1000]. 

 Duty to Retreat Limited to Felon in Possession Cases4People v. Rhodes 
(2005) 129 Cal.App.4th 1339, 1343–1346 [29 Cal.Rptr.3d 226]. 

 Possession Must Be Brief and Not Planned4People v. McClindon (1980) 114 
Cal.App.3d 336, 340 [170 Cal.Rptr. 492]. 

 Instructional Requirements4People v. Moody (1943) 62 Cal.App.2d 18 [143 
P.2d 978]; People v. Myers (1998) 61 Cal.App.4th 328, 335, 336 [71 
Cal.Rptr.2d 518]. 

 Lawful Resistance4Pen. Code, §§ 692, 693, 694; Civ. Code, § 50. 
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 Burden of Proof4Pen. Code, § 189.5; People v. Banks (1976) 67 Cal.App.3d 
379, 383–384 [137 Cal.Rptr. 652]. 

 Elements4People v. Humphrey (1996) 13 Cal.4th 1073, 1082 [56 Cal.Rptr.2d 
142, 921 P.2d 1]. 

 Imminence4People v. Aris (1989) 215 Cal.App.3d 1178, 1187 [264 Cal.Rptr. 
167], disapproved on other grounds by People v. Humphrey (1996) 13 Cal.4th 
1073, 1088–1089 [56 Cal.Rptr.2d 142, 921 P.2d 1]. 

 Reasonable Belief4People v. Humphrey (1996) 13 Cal.4th 1073, 1082 [56 
Cal.Rptr.2d 142, 921 P.2d 1]; People v. Clark (1982) 130 Cal.App.3d 371, 377 
[181 Cal.Rptr. 682]. 

 
Secondary Sources 
 
1 Witkin & Epstein, California Criminal Law (3d ed. 2000) Defenses, §§ 65, 66, 
69, 70. 
 
2 Witkin & Epstein, California Criminal Law (3d ed. 2000) Crimes Against Public 
Peace and Welfare, § 175. 
 
3 Millman, Sevilla & Tarlow, California Criminal Defense Practice, Ch. 73, 
Defenses and Justifications, § 73.11[1][a] (Matthew Bender). 
 
5 Millman, Sevilla & Tarlow, California Criminal Defense Practice, Ch. 93, 
Disabilities Flowing From Conviction, § 93.06 (Matthew Bender). 
 
6 Millman, Sevilla & Tarlow, California Criminal Defense Practice, Ch. 144, 
Crimes Against Order, § 144.01[1][d] (Matthew Bender). 
 
 
2515–2519. Reserved for Future Use
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Defenses and Insanity 

 
3470. Right to Self-Defense or Defense of Another (Non-Homicide) 

__________________________________________________________________ 

Self-defense is a defense to ______________________<insert list of pertinent 
crimes charged>.  The defendant is not guilty of (that/those crime[s])  if 
(he/she) used force against the other person in lawful (self-defense/ [or] 
defense of another). The defendant acted in lawful (self-defense/ [or] defense 
of another) if: 

 
1. The defendant reasonably believed that (he/she/ [or] someone else/ 

[or] __________ <insert name of third party>) was in imminent 
danger of suffering bodily injury [or was in imminent danger of 
being touched unlawfully]; 

 
2. The defendant reasonably believed that the immediate use of force 

was necessary to defend against that danger; 
 
AND 
 
3.  The defendant used no more force than was reasonably necessary to 

defend against that danger. 
 
Belief in future harm is not sufficient, no matter how great or how likely the 
harm is believed to be. The defendant must have believed there was imminent 
danger of bodily injury to (himself/herself/ [or] someone else). Defendant’s 
belief must have been reasonable and (he/she) must have acted because of 
that belief. The defendant is only entitled to use that amount of force that a 
reasonable person would believe is necessary in the same situation. If the 
defendant used more force than was reasonable, the defendant did not act in 
lawful (self-defense/ [or] defense of another). 
  
When deciding whether the defendant’s beliefs were reasonable, consider all 
the circumstances as they were known to and appeared to the defendant and 
consider what a reasonable person in a similar situation with similar 
knowledge would have believed. If the defendant’s beliefs were reasonable, 
the danger does not need to have actually existed. 
 
[The defendant’s belief that (he/she/ [or] someone else) was threatened may 
be reasonable even if (he/she) relied on information that was not true. 
However, the defendant must actually and reasonably have believed that the 
information was true.] 
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[If you find that __________ <insert name of victim> threatened or harmed 
the defendant [or others] in the past, you may consider that information in 
deciding whether the defendant’s conduct and beliefs were reasonable.] 
 
[If you find that the defendant knew that __________ <insert name of victim> 
had threatened or harmed others in the past, you may consider that 
information in deciding whether the defendant’s conduct and beliefs were 
reasonable.]   
 
[Someone who has been threatened or harmed by a person in the past is 
justified in acting more quickly or taking greater self-defense measures 
against that person.]   
 
[If you find that the defendant received a threat from someone else that 
(he/she) reasonably associated with __________<insert name of victim>, you 
may consider that threat in deciding whether the defendant was justified in 
acting in (self-defense/ [or] defense of another).] 
 
[A defendant is not required to retreat. He or she is entitled to stand his or 
her ground and defend himself or herself and, if reasonably necessary, to 
pursue an assailant until the danger of (death/bodily injury/__________ 
<insert crime>) has passed. This is so even if safety could have been achieved 
by retreating.] 
 
The People have the burden of proving beyond a reasonable doubt that the 
defendant did not act in lawful (self-defense/ [or] defense of another). If the 
People have not met this burden, you must find the defendant not guilty of 
__________ <insert crime(s) charged>.
__________________________________________________________________ 
New January 2006; Revised June 2007, April 2008, August 2009 

 
BENCH NOTES 

 
Instructional Duty 
The court must instruct on a defense when the defendant requests it and there is 
substantial evidence supporting the defense. The court has a sua sponte duty to 
instruct on a defense if there is substantial evidence supporting it and either the 
defendant is relying on it or it is not inconsistent with the defendant’s theory of the 
case.  
 
When the court concludes that the defense is supported by substantial evidence 
and is inconsistent with the defendant’s theory of the case, however, it should 
ascertain whether defendant wishes instruction on this alternate theory.  (People v. 
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Gonzales (1999) 74 Cal.App.4th 382, 389–390 [88 Cal.Rptr.2d 111]; People v. 
Breverman (1998) 19 Cal.4th 142, 157 [77 Cal.Rptr.2d 870, 960 P.2d 1094].)  
 
Substantial evidence means evidence of a defense, which, if believed, would be 
sufficient for a reasonable jury to find a reasonable doubt as to the defendant’s 
guilt.   (People v. Salas (2006) 37 Cal.4th 967, 982–983 [38 Cal.Rptr.3d 624, 127 
P.3d 40].) 
 
On defense request and when supported by sufficient evidence, the court must 
instruct that the jury may consider the effect of “antecedent threats and assaults 
against the defendant on the reasonableness of defendant’s conduct.” (People v. 
Garvin (2003) 110 Cal.App.4th 484, 488 [1 Cal.Rptr.3d 774].) The court must also 
instruct that the jury may consider previous threats or assaults by the aggressor 
against someone else or threats received by the defendant from a third party that 
the defendant reasonably associated with the aggressor. (See People v. Pena 
(1984) 151 Cal.App.3d 462, 475 [198 Cal.Rptr. 819]; People v. Minifie (1996) 13 
Cal.4th 1055, 1065, 1068 [56 Cal.Rptr.2d 133, 920 P.2d 1337]; see also 
CALCRIM No. 505, Justifiable Homicide: Self-Defense or Defense of Another.) 
 
Related Instructions 
CALCRIM No. 505, Justifiable Homicide: Self-Defense or Defense of Another. 
CALCRIM Nos. 3471–3477, Defense Instructions: Defense of Self, Another, 
Property. 
CALCRIM No. 851, Testimony on Intimate Partner Battering and Its Effects: 
Offered by the Defense. 
CALCRIM No. 2514, Possession of Firearm by Person Prohibited by Statute: 
Self–Defense. 
 

AUTHORITY 
 
 Instructional Requirements4People v. Moody (1943) 62 Cal.App.2d 18 [143 

P.2d 978]; People v. Myers (1998) 61 Cal.App.4th 328, 335, 336 [71 
Cal.Rptr.2d 518]. 

 Lawful Resistance4Pen. Code, §§ 692, 693, 694; Civ. Code, § 50; see also 
People v. Myers (1998) 61 Cal.App.4th 328, 335 [71 Cal.Rptr.2d 518]. 

 Burden of Proof4Pen. Code, § 189.5; People v. Banks (1976) 67 Cal.App.3d 
379, 383–384 [137 Cal.Rptr. 652]. 

 Elements4People v. Humphrey (1996) 13 Cal.4th 1073, 1082 [56 Cal.Rptr.2d 
142, 921 P.2d 1]. 
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 Imminence4People v. Aris (1989) 215 Cal.App.3d 1178, 1187 [264 Cal.Rptr. 
167] (overruled on other grounds in People v. Humphrey (1996) 13 Cal.4th 
1073, 1089 [56 Cal.Rptr.2d 142, 921 P.2d 1]). 

 No Duty to Retreat4People v. Hughes (1951) 107 Cal.App.2d 487, 494 [237 
P.2d 64]; People v. Hatchett (1942) 56 Cal.App.2d 20, 22 [132 P.2d 51]. 

 Temporary Possession of Firearm by Felon in Self-Defense4People v. King 
(1978) 22 Cal.3d 12, 24 [148 Cal.Rptr. 409, 582 P.2d 1000]. 

 Duty to Retreat Limited to Felon in Possession Cases4People v. Rhodes 
(2005) 129 Cal.App.4th 1339, 1343–1346 [29 Cal.Rptr.3d 226]. 

 Inmate Self-Defense4People v. Saavedra (2007) 156 Cal.App.4th 561 [67 
Cal.Rptr.3d 403]. 

 Reasonable Belief4People v. Humphrey (1996) 13 Cal.4th 1073, 1082 [56 
Cal.Rptr.2d 142, 921 P.2d 1]; People v. Clark (1982) 130 Cal.App.3d 371, 377 
[181 Cal.Rptr. 682]. 

 
Secondary Sources 
 
1 Witkin & Epstein, California Criminal Law (3d ed. 2000) Defenses, §§ 65, 66, 
69, 70. 
 
3 Millman, Sevilla & Tarlow, California Criminal Defense Practice, Ch. 73, 
Defenses and Justifications, §§ 73.11, 73.12 (Matthew Bender). 
 
6 Millman, Sevilla & Tarlow, California Criminal Defense Practice, Ch. 124, 
Jurisdiction and Disposition Hearings, § 124.04 (Matthew Bender). 
 

RELATED ISSUES 
 
Brandishing Weapon in Defense of Another 
The defense of others is a defense to a charge of brandishing a weapon under 
Penal Code section 417(a)(2). (People v. Kirk (1986) 192 Cal.App.3d Supp. 15, 19 
[238 Cal.Rptr. 42].) 
 
 
Reasonable Person Standard Not Modified by Evidence of Mental Impairment  
In People v. Jefferson (2004) 119 Cal.App.4th 508, 519 [14 Cal.Rptr.3d 473], the 
court rejected the argument that the reasonable person standard for self-defense 
should be the standard of a mentally ill person like the defendant. “The common 
law does not take account of a person’s mental capacity when determining 
whether he has acted as the reasonable person would have acted. The law holds 
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‘the mentally deranged or insane defendant accountable for his negligence as if the 
person were a normal, prudent person.’ (Prosser & Keeton, Torts (5th ed. 1984) § 
32, p. 177.)” (Ibid.; see also Rest.2d Torts, § 283B.)  
 
See also the Related Issues section of CALCRIM No. 505, Justifiable Homicide: 
Self-Defense or Defense of Another. 
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Homicide 
 

766. Death Penalty: Weighing Process 
__________________________________________________________________ 

You have sole responsibility to decide which penalty (the/each) defendant will 
receive.  
 
You must consider the arguments of counsel and all the evidence presented 
[during (both/all) phases of the trial] [except for the items of evidence I 
specifically instructed you not to consider].  
 
In reaching your decision, you must consider, take into account, and be 
guided by the aggravating and mitigating circumstances. Each of you is free 
to assign whatever moral or sympathetic value you find appropriate to each 
individual factor and to all of them together. Do not simply count the number 
of aggravating and mitigating factors and decide based on the higher number 
alone. Consider the relative or combined weight of the factors and evaluate 
them in terms of their relative convincing force on the question of 
punishment. 
 
Each of you must decide for yourself whether aggravating or mitigating 
factors exist. You do not all need to agree whether such factors exist. If any 
juror individually concludes that a factor exists, that juror may give the 
factor whatever weight he or she believes is appropriate. 
 
Determine which penalty is appropriate and justified by considering all the 
evidence and the totality of any aggravating and mitigating circumstances. 
Even without mitigating circumstances, you may decide that the aggravating 
circumstances, are not substantial enough to warrant death. To return a 
judgment of death, each of you must be persuaded that the aggravating 
circumstances both outweigh the mitigating circumstances and are also so 
substantial in comparison to the mitigating circumstances that a sentence of 
death is appropriate and justified. 
  
[In making your decision about penalty, you must assume that the penalty 
you impose, death or life without the possibility of parole, will be carried out.] 
 
To return a verdict of either death or life without the possibility of parole, all 
12 of you must agree on that verdict. 
 
[You must separately consider which sentence to impose on each defendant. If 
you cannot agree on the sentence[s] for one [or more] defendant[s] but you do 
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agree on the sentence[s] for the other defendant[s], then you must return a 
verdict for (the/each) defendant on whose sentence you do agree.] 
__________________________________________________________________ 
New January 2006 

 
BENCH NOTES 

 
Instructional Duty 
The court has a sua sponte duty to instruct the jury on the weighing process in a 
capital case. (People v. Brown (1985) 40 Cal.3d 512, 544 [230 Cal.Rptr. 834, 726 
P.2d 516]; People v. Benson (1990) 52 Cal.3d 754, 799 [276 Cal.Rptr. 827, 802 
P.2d 330].) 
 
Following this instruction, the court must give CAlLCRIM No. 3550, Pre-
Deliberation Instructions, explaining how to proceed in deliberations. 
 
On request, give the bracketed sentence that begins with “In making your decision 
about penalty.” (People v. Kipp (1988) 18 Cal.4th 349, 378–379 [75 Cal.Rptr.2d 
716, 956 P.2d 1169].) 
 
Give CALCRIM No. 767, Response to Juror Inquiry During Deliberations About 
Commutation of Sentence in Death Penalty Case, if there is an inquiry from jurors. 
 

AUTHORITY 
 
 Death Penalty Statute4Pen. Code, § 190.3. 

 Error to Instruct “Shall Impose Death”4People v. Brown (1985) 40 Cal.3d 
512, 544 [230 Cal.Rptr. 834, 726 P.2d 516]. 

 Must Instruct on Weighing Process4People v. Brown (1985) 40 Cal.3d 512, 
544 [230 Cal.Rptr. 834, 726 P.2d 516]; People v. Benson (1990) 52 Cal.3d 
754, 799 [276 Cal.Rptr. 827, 802 P.2d 330]; People v. Duncan (1991) 53 
Cal.3d 955, 977–979 [281 Cal.Rptr. 273, 810 P.2d 131]. 

 Aggravating Factors “So Substantial in Comparison to” Mitigating4People v. 
Duncan (1991) 53 Cal.3d 955, 977–979 [281 Cal.Rptr. 273, 810 P.2d 131]. 

 Error to Instruct on Commutation4People v. Ramos (1982) 37 Cal.3d 136, 
159 [207 Cal.Rptr. 800, 689 P.2d 430]. 

 This Instruction Approved in Dicta4People v. Murtishaw (2011) 51 Cal.4th 
574, 588-589 [247 P.3d 941, 121 Cal.Rptr.3d 586].  
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 Responding to Juror Inquiry re Commutation of Sentence4 People v. Letner 
and Tobin (2010) 50 Cal.4th 99, 204-207 [112 Cal.Rptr.3d 746, 235 P.3d 62].  

 
Secondary Sources 
 
3 Witkin & Epstein, California Criminal Law (3d ed. 2000) Punishment, §§ 466–
467, 493–494, 496–497. 
 
4 Millman, Sevilla & Tarlow, California Criminal Defense Practice, Ch. 87, Death 
Penalty, §§ 87.23[2], 87.24[1] (Matthew Bender). 

 
RELATED ISSUES 

 
No Presumption of Life and No Reasonable Doubt Standard 
The court is not required to instruct the jury that there is a presumption in favor of 
a life sentence; that the aggravating factors (other than prior crimes) must be found 
beyond a reasonable doubt; or that the jury must find beyond a reasonable doubt 
that the aggravating factors substantially outweigh the mitigating factors. (People 
v. Benson (1990) 52 Cal.3d 754, 800 [276 Cal.Rptr. 827, 802 P.2d 330]; People v. 
Miranda (1987) 44 Cal.3d 57, 107 [241 Cal.Rptr. 594, 744 P.2d 1127]; People v. 
Rodriguez (1986) 42 Cal.3d 730, 777–779 [230 Cal.Rptr. 667, 726 P.2d 113].) 
 
 
Unanimity on Factors Not Required  
The court is not required to instruct the jury that they must unanimously agree on 
any aggravating circumstance. (People v. Rodriguez (1986) 42 Cal.3d 730, 777–
779 [230 Cal.Rtpr. 667, 726 P.2d 113].) 
 
Commutation Power 
It is error for the court to instruct on the Governor’s commutation power unless 
specifically requested by the defense. (People v. Ramos (1982) 37 Cal.3d 136, 159 
[207 Cal.Rptr. 800, 689 P.2d 430].) If the jury inquires about commutation, the 
court may inform the jury that the Governor has the power to commute either 
sentence, but the jury may not consider this in reaching its decision. (Id. at 159, fn. 
12; see 3 Witkin & Epstein, Califronia Criminal Law (3d ed. 2000) Punishment, § 
496 [collecting cases in which court required to respond to inquiries from jury 
regarding commutation].) The court must not state or imply to the jury that the 
ultimate authority for selecting the sentence to be imposed lies elsewhere. 
(Caldwell v. Mississippi (1985) 472 U.S. 320, 328–329 [105 S.Ct. 2633, 86 
L.Ed.2d 231].) 
 
Deadlock—No Duty to Inform Jury Not Required to Return Verdict 
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“[W]here, as here, there is no jury deadlock, a court is not required to instruct the 
jury that it has the choice not to deliver any verdict.” (People v. Miranda (1987) 
44 Cal.3d 57, 105 [241 Cal.Rptr. 594, 744 P.2d 1127].) 
 
Deadlock—Questions From the Jury About What Will Happen  
If the jury inquires about what will happen in the event of a deadlock, the court 
should refuse to answer. (People v. Bell (1989) 49 Cal.3d 502, 553 [262 Cal.Rptr. 
1, 778 P.2d 129].) 
 
No Duty to Instruct Not to Consider Deterrence or Costs 
“Questions of deterrence or cost in carrying out a capital sentence are for the 
Legislature, not for the jury considering a particular case.” (People v. Benson 
(1990) 52 Cal.3d 754, 807 [276 Cal.Rptr. 827, 802 P.2d 330] [citation and internal 
quotation marks omitted].) Where “[t]he issue of deterrence or cost [is] not raised 
at trial, either expressly or by implication,” the court need not instruct the jury to 
disregard these matters. (Ibid.) 
 
 
767–774. Reserved for Future Use 
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Sex Offenses 

 
1030. Sodomy by Force, Fear, or Threats (Pen. Code, § 286(c)(2), (3), (k)) 

____________________________________________________________ 

The defendant is charged [in Count __] with sodomy by force [in violation of 
Penal Code section 286]. 
 
To prove that the defendant is guilty of this crime, the People must prove 
that: 
 

1. The defendant committed an act of sodomy with another person; 
 
2. The other person did not consent to the act; 

 
AND 
 
3. The defendant accomplished the act: 

 
<Alternative 3Aforce or fear> 
[by force, violence, duress, menace, or fear of immediate and unlawful 
bodily injury to another person.]   

 
<Alternative 3Bfuture threats of bodily harm> 
[by threatening to retaliate against someone when there was a 
reasonable possibility that the defendant would carry out the threat. A 
threat to retaliate is a threat to kidnap, unlawfully restrain or confine, 
or inflict extreme pain, serious bodily injury, or death.] 

 
<Alternative 3Cthreat of official action> 
[by threatening to use the authority of a public office to incarcerate, 
arrest, or deport someone. A public official is a person employed by a 
government agency who has authority to incarcerate, arrest, or deport. 
The other person must have reasonably believed that the defendant 
was a public official even if (he/she) was not.] 

 
Sodomy is any penetration, no matter how slight, of the anus of one person by 
the penis of another person. [Ejaculation is not required.] 
 
[In order to  consent,  a person must  act freely and voluntarily and know the 
nature of the act.] 
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[Evidence that the defendant and the other person (dated/were married/had 
been married) is not enough by itself to constitute consent.] 
 
[Evidence that the other person (requested/suggested/communicated) that the 
defendant use a condom or other birth control device is not enough by itself 
to constitute consent.] 
 
[An act is accomplished by force if a person uses enough physical force to 
overcome the other person’s will.]  
 
[Duress means a direct or implied threat of force, violence, danger, hardship, 
or retribution that causes a reasonable person to do [or submit to] something 
that he or she would not otherwise do [or submit to]. When deciding whether 
the act was accomplished by duress, consider all the circumstances, including 
the age of the other person and (his/her) relationship to the defendant.]  
 
[Retribution is a form of payback or revenge.] 
 
[Menace means a threat, statement, or act showing an intent to injure 
someone.] 
 
[An act is accomplished by fear if the other person is actually and reasonably 
afraid [or he or she is actually but unreasonably afraid and the defendant 
knows of his or her fear and takes advantage of it].] 
 
[The other person must be alive at the time of the act for the crime of sodomy to 
occur.] 
 
<Defense: Reasonable Belief in Consent> 
[The defendant is not guilty of forcible sodomy if (he/she) actually and 
reasonably believed that the other person consented to the act. The People 
have the burden of proving beyond a reasonable doubt that the defendant did 
not actually and reasonably believe that the other person consented. If the 
People have not met this burden, you must find the defendant not guilty.] 
__________________________________________________________________ 
New January 2006; Revised August 2006 

 
         BENCH NOTES 
 
Instructional Duty 
The court has a sua sponte duty to give an instruction defining the elements of 
sodomy. (Pen. Code, § 286(c)(2), (3), (k); People v. Martinez (1986) 188 
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Cal.App.3d 19, 24–26 [232 Cal.Rptr. 736]; People v. Moore (1989) 211 
Cal.App.3d 1400, 1407 [260 Cal.Rptr. 134].) 
 
The court should select the appropriate alternative in element 3 to instruct how the 
sodomy was accomplished. 
 
Sodomy requires that the victim be alive at the moment of the act. (People v. 
Ramirez (1990) 50 Cal.3d 1158, 1175–1177 [270 Cal.Rptr. 286, 791 P.2d 965]; If 
this is an issue in the case, give the bracketed sentence that begins with “The other 
person must be alive . . .” 
 
Defenses—Instructional Duty 
The court has a sua sponte duty to instruct on the defense of reasonable belief in 
consent if there is “substantial evidence of equivocal conduct that would have led 
a defendant to reasonably and in good faith believe consent existed where it did 
not.” (See People v. Williams (1992) 4 Cal.4th 354, 362 [14 Cal.Rptr.2d 441, 841 
P.2d 961]; People v. Mayberry (1975) 15 Cal.3d 143, 153–158 [125 Cal.Rptr. 745, 
542 P.2d 1337].) 
 

AUTHORITY 
 
 Elements4Pen. Code, § 286(c)(2), (3), (k). 

 Consent Defined4Pen. Code, §§ 261.6, 261.7. 

 Duress Defined4People v. Leal (2004) 33 Cal.4th 999, 1004–1010 [16 Cal.Rptr.3d 
869, 94 P.3d 1071]; People v. Pitmon (1985) 170 Cal.App.3d 38, 50 [216 Cal.Rptr. 
221]. 

 Menace Defined4Pen. Code, § 261(c) [in context of rape]. 

 Sodomy Defined4Pen. Code, § 286(a); see People v. Singh (1923) 62 Cal.App. 450, 
452 [217 P. 121] [ejaculation is not required]. 

 Threatening to Retaliate Defined4Pen. Code, § 286(l). 

 Fear Defined4People v. Reyes (1984) 153 Cal.App.3d 803, 810 [200 Cal.Rptr. 651]; 
People v. Iniguez (1994) 7 Cal.4th 847, 856 [30 Cal.Rptr.2d 258, 872 P.2d 1183] [in 
context of rape]. 

 Force Defined4People v. Griffin (2004) 33 Cal.4th 1015, 1023–1024 [16 Cal.Rptr.3d 
891, 94 P.3d 1089]; see also People v. Guido (2005) 125 Cal.App.4th 566, 574 [22 
Cal.Rptr.3d 826].  

 
Secondary Sources 
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2 Witkin & Epstein, California Criminal Law (3d ed. 2000) Sex Offenses and 
Crimes Against Decency, §§ 25, 26, 28.  
 
6 Millman, Sevilla & Tarlow, California Criminal Defense Practice, Ch. 142, 
Crimes Against the Person, § 142.20[1][b], [2] (Matthew Bender). 
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COMMENTARY 
 
Penal Code section 286 requires that the sodomy be “against the will” of the other 
person. (Pen. Code, § 286(c)(2), (3), (k).) “Against the will” has been defined as 
“without consent.” (People v. Key (1984) 153 Cal.App.3d 888, 895 [203 Cal.Rptr. 
144] [in context of rape]; see also People v. Young (1987) 190 Cal.App.3d 248, 
257 [235 Cal.Rptr. 361].)   
 
The instruction includes a definition of the sufficiency of “fear” because that term 
has meaning in the context of forcible sodomy that is technical and may not be 
readily apparent to jurors. (See People v. Reyes (1984) 153 Cal.App.3d 803, 810 
[200 Cal.Rptr. 651] [fear]; People v. Iniguez (1994) 7 Cal.4th 847, 856–857 [30 
Cal.Rptr.2d 258, 872 P.2d 1183] [fear in context of rape].) 
 
The court is not required to instruct sua sponte on the definition of “duress” or 
“menace” and Penal Code section 286 does not define either term. (People v. 
Pitmon (1985) 170 Cal.App.3d 38, 52 [216 Cal.Rptr. 221] [duress]). Optional 
definitions are provided for the court to use at its discretion. The definition of 
“duress” is based on People v. Leal (2004) 33 Cal.4th 999, 1004–1010 [16 
Cal.Rptr.3d 869, 94 P.3d 1071], and People v. Pitmon, supra, 170 Cal.App.3d at 
50. The definition of “menace” is based on the statutory definitions contained in 
Penal Code sections 261 and 262 [rape]. (See People v. Cochran (2002) 103 
Cal.App.4th 8, 13–14 [126 Cal.Rptr.2d 416] [using rape definition in case 
involving forcible lewd acts].) In People v. Leal, supra, 33 Cal.4th at pp. 1004–
1010, the court held that the statutory definition of “duress” contained in Penal 
Code sections 261 and 262 does not apply to the use of that term in any other 
statute. The court did not discuss the statutory definition of “menace.” The court 
should consider the Leal opinion before giving the definition of “menace.” 
 
The term “force” as used in the forcible sex offense statutes does not have a 
specialized meaning and court is not required to define the term sua sponte. 
(People v. Griffin (2004) 33 Cal.4th 1015, 1023–1024 [16 Cal.Rptr.3d 891, 94 
P.3d 1089].) In People v. Griffin, supra, the Supreme Court further stated, 
 

Nor is there anything in the common usage definitions of the term 
“force,” or in the express statutory language of section 261 itself, 
that suggests force in a forcible rape prosecution actually means 
force “substantially different from or substantially greater than” the 
physical force normally inherent in an act of consensual sexual 
intercourse. (People v. Cicero (1984) 157 Cal.App.3d 465, 474 [204 
Cal.Rptr. 582].) To the contrary, it has long been recognized that “in 
order to establish force within the meaning of section 261, [former] 
subdivision (2), the prosecution need only show the defendant used 
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physical force of a degree sufficient to support a finding that the act 
of sexual intercourse was against the will of the [victim].” (People v. 
Young (1987) 190 Cal.App.3d 248, 257–258 [235 Cal.Rptr. 361].) 

 
(Ibid. [emphasis in original]; see also People v. Guido (2005) 125 Cal.App.4th 
566, 574 [22 Cal.Rptr.3d 826].) 
 
The committee has provided a bracketed definition of “force,” consistent with 
People v. Griffin, supra, that the court may give on request. 
 

LESSER INCLUDED OFFENSES 
 
 Assault4Pen. Code, § 240. 

 Assault With Intent to Commit Sodomy4Pen. Code, § 220; see In re Jose M. 
(1994) 21 Cal.App.4th 1470, 1477 [27 Cal.Rptr.2d 55] [in context of rape]; 
People v. Moran (1973) 33 Cal.App.3d 724, 730 [109 Cal.Rptr. 287] [where 
forcible crime is charged]. 

 Attempted Forcible Sodomy4Pen. Code, §§ 664, 286. 

 Battery4Pen. Code, § 242; People v. Hughes (2002) 27 Cal.4th 287, 366 [116 
Cal.Rptr.2d 401, 39 P.3d 432]. 

 
Non-forcible sex crimes requiring the perpetrator and victim to be within certain 
age limits are not lesser included offenses of forcible sex crimes. (People v. Scott 
(2000) 83 Cal.App.4th 784, 794 [100 Cal.Rptr.2d 70].) 
 

RELATED ISSUES 
 
Consent Obtained by Fraudulent Representation 
A person may also induce someone else to consent to engage in sodomy by a false 
or fraudulent representation made with an intent to create fear, and which does 
induce fear and would cause a reasonable person to act contrary to his or her free 
will. (Pen. Code, § 266c.) While section 266c requires coercion and fear to obtain 
consent, it does not involve physical force or violence. (See People v. Cardenas 
(1994) 21 Cal.App.4th 927, 937–938 [26 Cal.Rptr.2d 567] [rejecting defendant’s 
argument that certain acts were consensual and without physical force, and were 
only violations of section 266c].) 
 
 
Consent Withdrawn 
A forcible rape occurs when, during apparently consensual intercourse, the victim 
expresses an objection and attempts to stop the act and the defendant forcibly 
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continues despite the objection. (In re John Z. (2003) 29 Cal.4th 756, 760 [128 
Cal.Rptr.2d 783, 60 P.3d 183].) If there is an issue whether consent to sodomy was 
withdrawn, see CALCRIM No. 1000, Rape or Spousal Rape by Force, Fear, or 
Threats, for language that may be adapted for use in this instruction. 
 
Victim Must Be Alive 
Sodomy requires that the victim be alive at the moment of penetration. (People v. Davis 
(1995) 10 Cal.4th 463, 521, fn. 20 [41 Cal.Rptr.2d 826, 896 P.2d 119]; People v. Ramirez 
(1990) 50 Cal.3d 1158, 1176 [270 Cal.Rptr. 286, 791 P.2d 965].) Sodomy with a 
deceased victim can constitute attempted sodomy if the defendant attempted an act of 
forcible sodomy while the victim was alive or with the mistaken belief that the victim 
was alive. (People v. Davis, supra, 10 Cal.4th at p. 521, fn. 20; People v. Hart (1999) 20 
Cal.4th 546, 611 [85 Cal.Rptr.2d 132, 976 P.2d 683].) 
 
Penetration May Be Through Victim’s Clothing 
If there is penetration into a victim’s anus by a perpetrator’s sexual organ, it is sodomy, 
even if the victim is wearing clothing at the time.  (People v. Ribera (2005) 133 
Cal.App.4th 81, 85–86 [34 Cal.Rptr.3d 538]). 
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Sex Offenses 

 
1151. Pandering (Pen. Code, § 266i) 

__________________________________________________________________ 

The defendant is charged [in Count _______] with pandering [in violation of 
Penal Code section 266i].  
 
To prove that the defendant is guilty of pandering, the People must prove 
that: 
 
 <Alternative 1A—persuaded/procured> 

[1. The defendant (persuaded/procured) __________________ <insert 
name> to be a prostitute(;/.)] 

 
< Alternative 1B—promises/threats/violence used to cause person to 
become prostitute> 
[1. The defendant used (promises[,]/ threats[,]/ violence[,]/ [or] any 

device or scheme) to (cause/persuade/encourage/induce) 
__________________ <insert name> to become a prostitute(;/.)] 

 
<Alternative 1C—arranged/procured a position> 
[1. The defendant (arranged/procured a position) for 

__________________ <insert name> to be a prostitute in either a 
house of prostitution or any other place where prostitution is 
encouraged or allowed(;/.)] 

 
<Alternative 1D—promises/threats/violence used to cause person to 

remain> 
[1. The defendant used (promises[,]/ threats[,]/ violence[,]/ [or] any 

device or scheme) to (cause/persuade/encourage/induce) 
__________________ <insert name> to remain as a prostitute in a 
house of prostitution or any other place where prostitution is 
encouraged or allowed(;/.)] 

 
<Alternative 1E—used fraud> 
[1. The defendant used fraud, trickery, or duress [or abused a position 

of confidence or authority] to (persuade/procure) 
__________________ <insert name> to (be a prostitute/enter any 
place where prostitution is encouraged or allowed/enter or leave 
California for the purpose of prostitution)(;/.)] 

 
<Alternative 1F—received money> 
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[1. The defendant (received/gave/agreed to receive/agreed to give) 
money or something of value in exchange for 
(persuading/attempting to persuade/procuring/attempting to 
procure) __________________ <insert name> to (be a 
prostitute/enter or leave California for the purpose of 
prostitution)(;/.)] 

 
<Give element 2 when instructing on specific intent; see Bench Notes.> 
[AND] 
 
[2. The defendant intended to influence __________________ <insert 

name> to be a prostitute(;/.)] 
 
<Give element 3 when defendant charged with pandering a minor.> 
[AND 
 
3. __________ <insert name> was (over the age of 16 years old/under 

the age of 16) at the time the defendant acted.] 
 
[It does not matter whether  __________________ <insert name> was (a 
prostitute already/ [or] an undercover police officer).] 
 
A prostitute is a person who engages in sexual intercourse or any lewd act 
with someone other than the defendant in exchange for money [or other 
compensation]. A lewd act means physical contact of the genitals, buttocks, or 
female breast of either the prostitute or customer with some part of the other 
person’s body for the purpose of sexual arousal or gratification.   
 
Duress means a direct or implied threat of force, violence, danger, hardship, or 
retribution that would cause a reasonable person to do [or submit to] something 
that he or she would not do [or submit to] otherwise. When deciding whether the act 
was accomplished by duress, consider all the circumstances, including the person’s 
age and (her/his) relationship to the defendant.] 
 
[Under the law, a person becomes one year older as soon as the first minute of his or 
her birthday has begun.]
__________________________________________________________________ 
New January 2006; Revised April 2011 
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BENCH NOTES 
 
Instructional Duty 
The court has a sua sponte duty to give this instruction defining the elements of 
the crime. 
 
In element 1, give the appropriate alternative A-F depending on the evidence in 
the case. (See People v. Montgomery (1941) 47 Cal.App.2d 1, 12, 24, 27–28 [117 
P.2d 437] [statutory alternatives are not mutually exclusive], disapproved on other 
grounds in People v. Dillon (19830 34 Cal.3d 441, 454 fn. 2 [194 Cal.Rptr. 390, 
668 P.2d 697] and Murgia v. Municipal Court (19750 15 Cal.3d 286, 301 fn. 11 
[124 Cal.Rtpr. 204, 540 P.2d 44].) 
 
 
There is a conflict in the case law about the intent required to prove pandering. 
(See People v. Mathis (1985) 173 Cal.App.3d 1251, 1256 [219 Cal.Rptr. 693] 
[pandering under former § 266i(b) (now § 266i(a)(2)) requires a specific intent to 
influence a person to become a prostitute]; but see People v. Montgomery, supra, 
47 Cal.App.2d at p. 16 [pandering does not necessarily involve specific intent].) 
The trial court must decide whether to give bracketed element 2 on specific intent. 
 
The committee included “persuade” and “arrange” as options in element one 
because the statutory language, “procure,” may be difficult for jurors to 
understand. 
 
Give bracketed element 3 if it is alleged that the person procured, or otherwise 
caused to act, by the defendant was a minor “over” or “under” the age of 16 years. 
(Pen. Code, § 266i(b).) 
 
Give the bracketed paragraph defining duress on request if there is sufficient evidence 
that duress was used to procure a person for prostitution. (Pen. Code, § 266i(a)(5); see 
People v. Leal (2004) 33 Cal.4th 999, 1004–1010 [16 Cal.Rptr.3d 869, 94 P.3d 1071] 
[definition of “duress”].) 
 
Give the bracketed paragraph about calculating age if requested. (Fam. Code, § 6500; In 
re Harris (1993) 5 Cal.4th 813, 849–850 [21 Cal.Rptr.2d 373, 855 P.2d 391].) 
 
Defenses—Instructional Duty 
If necessary for the jury’s understanding of the case, the court must instruct sua sponte 
on a defense theory in evidence, for example, that nude modeling does not constitute an 
act of prostitution and that an act of procuring a person solely for the purpose of nude 
modeling does not violate either the pimping or pandering statute. (People v. Hill (1980) 
103 Cal.App.3d 525, 536–537 [163 Cal.Rptr. 99].) 
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AUTHORITY 

 
 Elements4Pen. Code, § 266i. 

 Prostitution Defined4 Pen. Code, § 647(b); People v. Hill (1980) 103 Cal.App.3d 
525, 534–535 [163 Cal.Rptr. 99]; People v. Romo (1962) 200 Cal.App.2d 83, 90–91 
[19 Cal.Rptr. 179]; Wooten v. Superior Court (2001) 93 Cal.App.4th 422, 431–433] 
[lewd act requires touching between prostitute and customer]. 

 Procurement Defined4 People v. Montgomery (1941) 47 Cal.App.2d 1, 12 [117 P.2d 
437], disapproved on other grounds in People v. Dillon (1983) 34 Cal.3d 441, 454 fn. 
2 [194 Cal.Rptr. 390, 668 P.2d 697] and Murgia v. Municipal Court (1975) 15 Cal.3d 
286, 301 fn. 11 [124 Cal.Rtpr. 204, 540 P.2d 44]. 

 Proof of Actual Prostitution Not Required4People v. Osuna (1967) 251 Cal.App.2d 
528, 531–532 [59 Cal.Rptr. 559]. 

 Duress Defined4 People v. Leal (2004) 33 Cal.4th 999, 1004–1010 [16 Cal.Rptr.3d 
869, 94 P.3d 1071]; People v. Pitmon (1985) 170 Cal.App.3d 38, 50 [216 Cal.Rptr. 
221]; People v. Cochran (2002) 103 Cal.App.4th 8, 13–14 [126 Cal.Rptr.2d 416]. 

 Good Faith Belief That Minor Is 18 No Defense to Pimping and Pandering.  
4People v. Branch (2010) 184 Cal.App.4th 516, 521-522 [109 Cal.Rptr.3d 
412]. 

 Victim May [Appear to] Be a Prostitute Already4People v. Zambia (2011) 51 
Cal.4th 965, ___.  

 Pandering Requires Services Procured for Person Other Than 
Defendant4People v. Dixon (2011) 191 Cal.App.4th 1154, ___. 

 
Secondary Sources 
 
2 Witkin & Epstein, California Criminal Law (3d ed. 2000) Sex Offenses and 
Crimes Against Decency, §§ 70–78. 
 
6 Millman, Sevilla & Tarlow, California Criminal Defense Practice, Ch. 144, 
Crimes Against Order, § 144.11[3] (Matthew Bender). 
 

LESSER INCLUDED OFFENSES 
 
 Attempted Pandering4 Pen. Code, §§ 664, 266i; People v. Charles (1963) 218 

Cal.App.2d 812, 819 [32 Cal.Rptr. 653]; People v. Benenato (1946) 77 
Cal.App.2d 350, 366–367 [175 P.2d 296], disapproved on other grounds in In 
re Wright (1967) 65 Cal.2d 650, 654–655, fn. 3 [56 Cal.Rptr. 110, 422 P.2d 
998]. 
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There is no crime of aiding and abetting prostitution. (People v. Gibson (2001) 90 
Cal.App.4th 371, 385 [108 Cal.Rptr.2d 809].) 
 

RELATED ISSUES 
 
See Related Issues section to CALCRIM No. 1150, Pimping. 
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Burglary 

 
1700. Burglary (Pen. Code, § 459) 

             

The defendant is charged [in Count __] with burglary [in violation of Penal 
Code section 459]. 
 
To prove that the defendant is guilty of this crime, the People must prove 
that: 
 

1. The defendant entered (a/an) (building/room within a 
building/locked vehicle/_________ <insert other statutory target>); 

  
AND 

 

2. When (he/she) entered (a/an) (building/room within the 
building/locked vehicle/__________ <insert other statutory target>), 
(he/she) intended to commit (theft/ [or] _________ <insert one or 
more felonies>). 

 
To decide whether the defendant intended to commit (theft/ [or]_________ 
<insert one or more felonies>), please refer to the separate instructions that I 
(will give/have given) you on (that/those) crime[s]. 
 
<Give the following bracketed paragraph if the second degree is the only possible 
degree of the charged crime for which the jury may return a verdict.> 
 
[If you find the defendant guilty of burglary, it is burglary of the second 
degree.] 
 
A burglary was committed if the defendant entered with the intent to commit 
(theft/ [or] _________ <insert one or more felonies). The defendant does not 
need to have actually committed (theft/ [or] _________ <insert one or more 
felonies>) as long as (he/she) entered with the intent to do so. [The People do 
not have to prove that the defendant actually committed (theft/ [or] 
_________ <insert one or more felonies>).] 
 
[Under the law of burglary, a person enters a building if some part of his or 
her body [or some object under his or her control] penetrates the area inside 
the building’s outer boundary.] 
 
[A building’s outer boundary includes the area inside a window screen.] 
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[The People allege that the defendant intended to commit (theft/ [or] 
_________ <insert one or more felonies>). You may not find the defendant 
guilty of burglary unless you all agree that (he/she) intended to commit one of 
those crimes at the time of the entry. You do not all have to agree on which 
one of those crimes (he/she) intended.]
             
New January 2006; Revised October 2010 
 
 

 
BENCH NOTES 

 
Instructional Duty 
The court has a sua sponte duty to give an instruction defining the elements of the 
crime.  
 
If second degree burglary is the only possible degree of burglary that the jury may 
return as their verdict, do not give CALCRIM No. 1701, Burglary:  Degrees. 
 
Although actual commission of the underlying theft or felony is not an element of 
burglary (People v. Montoya (1994) 7 Cal.4th 1027, 1041–1042 [31 Cal.Rptr.2d 
128, 874 P.2d 903]), the court has a sua sponte duty to instruct that the defendant 
must have intended to commit a felony and has a sua sponte duty to define the 
elements of the underlying felony. (People v. Smith (1978) 78 Cal.App.3d 698, 
706 [144 Cal.Rptr. 330]; see also People v. Hughes (2002) 27 Cal.4th 287, 349 
[116 Cal.Rptr.2d 401, 39 P.3d 432].) Give all appropriate instructions on theft or 
the felony alleged. 
 
If the area alleged to have been entered is something other than a building or 
locked vehicle, insert the appropriate statutory target in the blanks in elements 1 
and 2. Penal Code section 459 specifies the structures and places that may be the 
targets of burglary. The list includes a house, room, apartment, tenement, shop, 
warehouse, store, mill, barn, stable, outhouse or other building, tent, vessel, 
floating home as defined in Health and Safety Code section 18075.55(d), railroad 
car, locked or sealed cargo container whether or not mounted on a vehicle, trailer 
coach as defined in Vehicle Code section 635, house car as defined in Vehicle 
Code section 362, inhabited camper as defined in Vehicle Code section 243, 
locked vehicle as defined by the Vehicle Code, aircraft as defined in Public 
Utilities Code section 21012, or mine or any underground portion thereof. (See 
Pen. Code, § 459.)  
 
On request, give the bracketed paragraph that begins with “Under the law of 
burglary,” if there is evidence that only a portion of the defendant’s body, or an 
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instrument, tool, or other object under his or control, entered the building. (See 
People v. Valencia (2002) 28 Cal.4th 1, 78 [120 Cal.Rptr.2d 131, 46 P.3d 920]; 
People v. Davis (1998) 18 Cal.4th 712, 717–722 [76 Cal.Rptr.2d 770, 958 P.2d 
1083].) 
 
On request, give the bracketed sentence defining “outer boundary” if there is 
evidence that the outer boundary of a building for purposes of burglary was a 
window screen. (See People v. Valencia (2002) 28 Cal.4th 1, 1213 [120 
Cal.Rptr.2d 131, 46 P.3d 920].) 
 
 

If multiple underlying felonies are charged, give the bracketed paragraph that 
begins with “The People allege that the defendant intended to commit either.” 
(People v. Failla (1966) 64 Cal.2d 560, 569 [51 Cal.Rptr. 103, 414 P.2d 39]; 
People v. Griffin (2001) 90 Cal.App.4th 741, 750 [109 Cal.Rptr.2d 273].) 
 
If the defendant is charged with first degree burglary, give CALCRIM No. 1701, 
Burglary: Degrees.  
 

AUTHORITY 
 
 Elements4Pen. Code, § 459. 

 Instructional Requirements4People v. Failla (1966) 64 Cal.2d 560, 564, 568–
569 [51 Cal.Rptr. 103, 414 P.2d 39]; People v. Smith (1978) 78 Cal.App.3d 
698, 706–711 [144 Cal.Rptr. 330]; People v. Montoya (1994) 7 Cal.4th 1027, 
1041–1042 [31 Cal.Rptr.2d 128, 874 P.2d 903]. 

 Burden for Consent Defense Is to Raise Reasonable Doubt4People v. Sherow 
(2011) 195 Cal.App.4th 228, ___ [123 Cal.Rptr.3d 880]. 

 

Secondary Sources 
 

2 Witkin & Epstein, California Criminal Law (3d ed. 2000) Crimes Against 
Property, §§ 113, 115. 
 
6 Millman, Sevilla & Tarlow, California Criminal Defense Practice, Ch. 143, 
Crimes Against Property, § 143.10 (Matthew Bender). 
 
 

LESSER INCLUDED OFFENSES 
 
 Attempted Burglary4Pen. Code, §§ 663, 459. 

 Tampering With a Vehicle4Veh. Code, § 10852; People v. Mooney (1983) 
145 Cal.App.3d 502, 504–507 [193 Cal.Rptr. 381] [if burglary of automobile 
charged]. 
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RELATED ISSUES 

 
Auto Burglary–Entry of Locked Vehicle 
Under Penal Code section 459, forced entry of a locked vehicle constitutes 
burglary. (People v. Young K. (1996) 49 Cal.App.4th 861, 863 [57 Cal.Rptr.2d 
12].) However, there must be evidence of forced entry. (See People v. Woods 
(1980) 112 Cal.App.3d 226, 228–231 [169 Cal.Rptr. 179] [if entry occurs through 
window deliberately left open, some evidence of forced entry must exist for 
burglary conviction]; People v. Malcolm (1975) 47 Cal.App.3d 217, 220–223 [120 
Cal.Rptr. 667] [pushing open broken wing lock on window, reaching one’s arm 
inside vehicle, and unlocking car door evidence of forced entry].) Opening an 
unlocked passenger door and lifting a trunk latch to gain access to the trunk is not 
an auto burglary. (People v. Allen (2001) 86 Cal.App.4th 909, 917–918 [103 
Cal.Rptr.2d 626].) 
 
Auto Burglary–Definition of Locked 
To lock, for purposes of auto burglary, is “to make fast by interlinking or 
interlacing of parts … [such that] some force [is] required to break the seal to 
permit entry . . . .”  (In re Lamont R. (1988) 200 Cal.App.3d 244, 247 [245 
Cal.Rptr. 870], quoting People v. Massie (1966) 241 Cal.App.2d 812, 817 [51 
Cal.Rptr. 18] [vehicle was not locked where chains were wrapped around the 
doors and hooked together]; compare People v. Malcolm (1975) 47 Cal.App.3d 
217, 220–223 [120 Cal.Rptr. 667] [vehicle with locked doors but broken wing 
lock that prevented window from being locked, was for all intents and purposes a 
locked vehicle].)  
 
Auto Burglary–Intent to Steal   
Breaking into a locked car with the intent to steal the vehicle constitutes auto 
burglary. (People v. Teamer (1993) 20 Cal.App.4th 1454, 1457–1461 [25 
Cal.Rptr.2d 296]; see also People v. Blalock (1971) 20 Cal.App.3d 1078, 1082 [98 
Cal.Rptr. 231] [auto burglary includes entry into locked trunk of vehicle].) 
However, breaking into the headlamp housings of an automobile with the intent to 
steal the headlamps is not auto burglary. (People v. Young K. (1996) 49 
Cal.App.4th 861, 864 [57 Cal.Rptr.2d 12] [stealing headlamps, windshield wipers, 
or hubcaps are thefts, or attempted thefts, auto tampering, or acts of vandalism, not 
burglaries].)  
 
Building 
A building has been defined for purposes of burglary as “any structure which has 
walls on all sides and is covered by a roof.” (In re Amber S. (1995) 33 Cal.App.4th 
185, 187 [39 Cal.Rptr.2d 672].) Courts have construed “building” broadly and 
found the following structures sufficient for purposes of burglary: a telephone 
booth, a popcorn stand on wheels, a powder magazine dug out of a hillside, a wire 
chicken coop, and a loading dock constructed of chain link fence. (People v. 
Brooks (1982) 133 Cal.App.3d 200, 204–205 [183 Cal.Rptr. 773].) However, the 
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definition of building is not without limits and courts have focused on “whether 
the nature of a structure’s composition is such that a reasonable person would 
expect some protection from unauthorized intrusions.” (In re Amber S. (1995) 33 
Cal.App.4th 185, 187 [39 Cal.Rptr.2d 672] [open pole barn is not a building]; see 
People v. Knight (1988) 204 Cal.App.3d 1420, 1423–1424 [252 Cal.Rptr. 17] 
[electric company’s “gang box,” a container large enough to hold people, is not a 
building; such property is protected by Penal Code sections governing theft].) 
 
Outer Boundary 
A building’s outer boundary includes any element that encloses an area into which 
a reasonable person would believe that a member of the general public could not 
pass without authorization. Under this test, a window screen is part of the outer 
boundary of a building for purposes of burglary. (People v. Valencia (2002) 28 
Cal.4th 1, 1213 [120 Cal.Rptr.2d 131, 46 P.3d 920].) Whether penetration into an 
area behind a window screen amounts to an entry of a building within the meaning 
of the burglary statute is a question of law. The instructions must resolve such a 
legal issue for the jury. (Id. at p. 16.) 
 
Attached Residential Balconies 
There is a conflict in authority regarding whether aAn attached residential balcony 
is part of an inhabited dwelling.  (People v. Jackson (2010) 190 Cal.App.4th 918 
[924-925, 118 Cal.Rptr.3d 623] [balcony was “functionally interconnected to and 
immediately contiguous to . . . [part of] the apartment . . . used for ‘residential 
activities.’], People v. Yarbrough (2011) 193 Cal.App.4th 921, 123 Cal.Rptr.3d 
376 [following, but see dictum in People v. Valencia (2002) 28 Cal.4th 1, 11, fn. 5 
that an “unenclosed balcony” is not a structure satisfying the “reasonable belief 
test.”]) 
 
Theft 
Any one of the different theories of theft will satisfy the larcenous intent required 
for burglary. (People v. Dingle (1985) 174 Cal.App.3d 21, 29–30 [219 Cal.Rptr. 
707] [entry into building to use person’s telephone fraudulently]; People v. 
Nguyen (1995) 40 Cal.App.4th 28, 30–31 [46 Cal.Rptr.2d 840].) 
 
Burglarizing One’s Own Home—Possessory Interest 
A person cannot burglarize his or her own home as long as he or she has an 
unconditional possessory right of entry. (People v. Gauze (1975) 15 Cal.3d 709, 
714 [125 Cal.Rptr. 773, 542 P.2d 1365].) However, a family member who has 
moved out of the family home commits burglary if he or she makes an 
unauthorized entry with a felonious intent, since he or she has no claim of a right 
to enter that residence. (In re Richard M. (1988) 205 Cal.App.3d 7, 15–16 [252 
Cal.Rptr. 36] [defendant, who lived at youth rehabilitation center, properly 
convicted of burglary for entering his parent’s home and taking property]; People 
v. Davenport (1990) 219 Cal.App.3d 885, 889–893 [268 Cal.Rptr. 501] [defendant 
convicted of burglarizing cabin owned and occupied by his estranged wife and her 
parents]; People v. Sears (1965) 62 Cal.2d 737, 746 [44 Cal.Rptr. 330, 401 P.2d 
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938], overruled on other grounds by People v. Cahill (1993) 5 Cal.4th 478, 494, 
510 [20 Cal.Rptr.2d 582, 853 P.2d 1037] [burglary conviction proper where 
husband had moved out of family home three weeks before and had no right to 
enter without permission]; compare Fortes v. Municipal Court (1980) 113 
Cal.App.3d 704, 712–714 [170 Cal.Rptr. 292] [husband had unconditional 
possessory interest in jointly owned home; his access to the house was not limited 
and strictly permissive, as in Sears].) 
 
Consent 
While lack of consent is not an element of burglary, consent by the owner or 
occupant of property may constitute a defense to burglary. (People v. Felix (1994) 
23 Cal.App.4th 1385, 1397–1398 [28 Cal.Rptr.2d 860]; People v. Superior Court 
(Granillo) (1988) 205 Cal.App.3d 1478, 1485 [253 Cal.Rptr. 316] [when an 
undercover officer invites a potential buyer of stolen property into his warehouse 
of stolen goods, in order to catch would-be buyers, no burglary occurred].) The 
consent must be express and clear; the owner/occupant must both expressly permit 
the person to enter and know of the felonious or larcenous intent of the invitee. 
(People v. Felix (1994) 23 Cal.App.4th 1385, 1397–1398 [28 Cal.Rptr.2d 860].) A 
person who enters for a felonious purpose, however, may be found guilty of 
burglary even if he or she enters with the owner’s or occupant’s consent. (People 
v. Frye (1998) 18 Cal.4th 894, 954 [77 Cal.Rptr.2d 25, 959 P.2d 183] [no evidence 
of unconditional possessory right to enter].) A joint property owner/occupant 
cannot give consent to a third party to enter and commit a felony on the other 
owner/occupant. (People v. Clayton (1998) 65 Cal.App.4th 418, 420–423 [76 
Cal.Rptr.2d 536] [husband’s consent did not preclude a burglary conviction based 
upon defendant’s entry of premises with the intent to murder wife].) 
 
Entry by Instrument 
When an entry is made by an instrument, a burglary occurs if the instrument 
passes the boundary of the building and if the entry is the type that the burglary 
statute intended to prohibit. (People v. Davis (1998) 18 Cal.4th 712, 717–722 [76 
Cal.Rptr.2d 770, 958 P.2d 1083] [placing forged check in chute of walk-up 
window of check-cashing facility was not entry for purposes of burglary] 
disapproving of People v. Ravenscroft (1988) 198 Cal.App.3d 639, 643–644 [243 
Cal.Rptr. 827] [insertion of ATM card into machine was burglary].) 
 
Multiple Convictions 
Courts have adopted different tests for multi-entry burglary cases. In In re William 
S. (1989) 208 Cal.App.3d 313, 316–318 [256 Cal.Rptr. 64], the court analogized 
burglary to sex crimes and adopted the following test formulated in People v. 
Hammon (1987) 191 Cal.App.3d 1084, 1099 [236 Cal.Rptr. 822] [multiple 
penetration case]: “ ‘[W]hen there is a pause . . . sufficient to give defendant a 
reasonable opportunity to reflect upon his conduct, and the [action by the 
defendant] is nevertheless renewed, a new and separate crime is committed.’ ” (In 
re William S., supra, 208 Cal.App.3d at p. 317.) The court in In re William S. 
adopted this test because it was concerned that under certain circumstances, 
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allowing separate convictions for every entry could produce “absurd results.” The 
court gave this example: where “a thief reaches into a window twice attempting, 
unsuccessfully, to steal the same potted geranium, he could potentially be 
convicted of two separate counts.” (Ibid.) The In re William S. test has been called 
into serious doubt by People v. Harrison (1989) 48 Cal.3d 321, 332–334 [256 
Cal.Rptr. 401, 768 P.2d 1078], which disapproved of Hammon. Harrison held that 
for sex crimes each penetration equals a new offense. (People v. Harrison, supra, 
48 Cal.3d at p. 329.)  

The court in People v. Washington (1996) 50 Cal.App.4th 568 [57 Cal.Rptr.2d 
774], a burglary case, agreed with In re William S. to the extent that burglary is 
analogous to crimes of sexual penetration. Following Harrison, the court held that 
each separate entry into a building or structure with the requisite intent is a 
burglary even if multiple entries are made into the same building or as part of the 
same plan. (People v. Washington, supra, 50 Cal.App.4th at pp. 574–579; see also 
2 Witkin and Epstein, Cal. Criminal Law (2d. ed. 1999 Supp.) “Multiple Entries,” 
§ 662A, p. 38.) The court further stated that any “concern about absurd results are 
[sic] better resolved under [Penal Code] section 654, which limits the punishment 
for separate offenses committed during a single transaction, than by [adopting] a 
rule that, in effect, creates the new crime of continuous burglary.” (People v. 
Washington, supra, 50 Cal.App.4th at p. 578.) 
 
Room 
Penal Code section 459 includes “room” as one of the areas that may be entered 
for purposes of burglary. (Pen. Code, § 459.) An area within a building or 
structure is considered a room if there is some designated boundary, such as a 
partition or counter, separating it from the rest of the building. It is not necessary 
for the walls or partition to touch the ceiling of the building. (People v. Mackabee 
(1989) 214 Cal.App.3d 1250, 1257–1258 [263 Cal.Rptr. 183] [office area set off 
by counters was a room for purposes of burglary].) Each unit within a structure 
may constitute a separate “room” for which a defendant can be convicted on 
separate counts of burglary. (People v. O’Keefe (1990) 222 Cal.App.3d 517, 521 
[271 Cal.Rptr. 769] [individual dormitory rooms]; People v. Church (1989) 215 
Cal.App.3d 1151, 1159 [264 Cal.Rptr. 49] [separate business offices in same 
building].)  
 
Entry into a bedroom within a single-family house with the requisite intent can 
support a burglary conviction if that intent was formed only after entry into the 
house. (People v. Sparks (2002) 28 Cal.4th 71, 8687 [120 Cal.Rptr.2d 508, 47 
P.3d 289] [“the unadorned word ‘room’ in section 459 reasonably must be given 
its ordinary meaning”]; see People v. McCormack (1991) 234 Cal.App.3d 253, 
255–257 [285 Cal.Rptr. 504]; People v. Young (1884) 65 Cal. 225, 226 [3 P. 
813].) However, entry into multiple rooms within one apartment or house cannot 
support multiple burglary convictions unless it is established that each room is a 
separate dwelling space, whose occupant has a separate, reasonable expectation of 
privacy. (People v. Richardson (2004) 117 Cal.App.4th 570, 575 [11 Cal.Rptr.3d 
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802]; see also People v. Thomas (1991) 235 Cal.App.3d 899, 906, fn. 2 [1 
Cal.Rptr.2d 434].) 
 
Temporal or Physical Proximity—Intent to Commit the Felony 
According to some cases, a burglary occurs “if the intent at the time of entry is to 
commit the offense in the immediate vicinity of the place entered by defendant; if 
the entry is made as a means of facilitating the commission of the theft or felony; 
and if the two places are so closely connected that intent and consummation of the 
crime would constitute a single and practically continuous transaction.” (People v. 
Wright (1962) 206 Cal.App.2d 184, 191 [23 Cal.Rptr. 734] [defendant entered 
office with intent to steal tires from attached open-air shed].) This test was 
followed in People v. Nance (1972) 25 Cal.App.3d 925, 931–932 [102 Cal.Rptr. 
266] [defendant entered a gas station to turn on outside pumps in order to steal 
gas]; People v. Nunley (1985) 168 Cal.App.3d 225, 230–232 [214 Cal.Rptr. 82] 
[defendant entered lobby of apartment building, intending to burglarize one of the 
units]; and People v. Ortega (1992) 11 Cal.App.4th 691, 695–696 [14 Cal.Rptr.2d 
246] [defendant entered a home to facilitate the crime of extortion]. 
 
However, in People v. Kwok (1998) 63 Cal.App.4th 1236 [75 Cal.Rptr.2d 40], the 
court applied a less restrictive test, focusing on just the facilitation factor. A 
burglary is committed if the defendant enters a building in order to facilitate 
commission of theft or a felony. The defendant need not intend to commit the 
target crime in the same building or on the same occasion as the entry. (People v. 
Kwok, supra, 63 Cal.App.4th at pp. 1246–1248 [defendant entered building to 
copy a key in order to facilitate later assault on victim].) The court commented 
that “the ‘continuous transaction test’ and the ‘immediate vicinity test’ . . . are 
artifacts of the particular factual contexts of Wright, Nance, and Nunley.” (Id. at p. 
1247.) With regards to the Ortega case, the Kwok court noted that even though the 
Ortega court “purported to rely on the ‘continuous transaction’ factor of Wright, 
[the decision] rested principally on the ‘facilitation’ factor.” (Id. at pp. 1247–
1248.)  While Kwok and Ortega dispensed with the elemental requirements of 
spatial and temporal proximity, they did so only where the subject entry is “closely 
connected” with, and is made in order to facilitate, the intended crime. (People v. 
Griffin (2001) 90 Cal.App.4th 741, 749 [109 Cal.Rptr.2d 273].) 
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Theft and Extortion 

 
1801. Theft: Degrees (Pen. Code, §§ 486, 487–488, 491) 

  

If you conclude that the defendant committed a theft, you must decide 
whether the crime was grand theft or petty theft. 
 
[The defendant committed grand theft if (he/she) stole property [or services] 
worth more than $400950.] 
 
[Theft of property from the person is grand theft, no matter how much the 
property is worth. Theft is from the person if the property taken was in the 
clothing of, on the body of, or in a container held or carried by, that person.] 
 
[Theft of (an automobile/a firearm/a horse/__________<insert other item listed 
in statute>) is grand theft.] 
 
[Theft of (fruit/nuts/__________<insert other item listed in statute>) worth 
more than $100 250 is grand theft.] 
 
[Theft of (fish/shellfish/aquacultural products/__________<insert other item 
listed in statute>) worth more than $100 -250 is grand theft if (it/they) (is/are) 
taken from a (commercial fishery/research operation).] 
 
[The value of avocados or citrus fruits_______________<insert relevant item 
enumerated in Pen. Code, § 487(b)(1)(B)> may be established by evidence 
proving that on the day of the theft, avocados or citrus fruitsthe same items of 
the same variety and weight as those stolen had a wholesale value of more 
than $100250.] 
 
[The value of (property/services) is the fair (market value of the 
property/market wage for the services performed).]  
 
<Fair Market Value—Generally> 
[Fair market value is the highest price the property would reasonably have 
been sold for in the open market at the time of, and in the general location of, 
the theft.] 
 
<Fair Market Value—Urgent Sale> 
[Fair market value is the price a reasonable buyer and seller would agree on if 
the buyer wanted to buy the property and the seller wanted to sell it, but 
neither was under an urgent need to buy or sell.] 
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All other theft is petty theft. 
 
The People have the burden of proving beyond a reasonable doubt that the 
theft was grand theft rather than a lesser crime. If the People have not met 
this burden, you must find the defendant not guilty of grand theft. 
  
New January 2006 
 

BENCH NOTES 
 
Instructional Duty 
The court has a sua sponte duty to give an instruction if grand theft has been 
charged.   
 
If the evidence raises an issue that the value of the property may be inflated or 
deflated because of some urgency on the part of either the buyer or seller, the 
second bracketed paragraph on fair market value should be given. 
 

AUTHORITY 
 

 Determination of Degrees4Pen. Code, §§ 486, 487–488, 491. 
 
 
Secondary Sources 

 
2 Witkin & Epstein, California Criminal Law (3d ed. 2000) Crimes Against 
Property § 4. 
 
6 Millman, Sevilla & Tarlow, California Criminal Defense Practice, Ch. 143, 
Crimes Against Property, § 143.01 (Matthew Bender). 

 
 

RELATED ISSUES 
 
Taking From the Person  
To constitute a taking from the person, the property must, in some way, be 
physically attached to the person. (People v. Williams (1992) 9 Cal.App.4th 1465, 
1472 [12 Cal.Rptr.2d 243].) Applying this rule, the court in Williams held that a 
purse taken from the passenger seat next to the driver was not a taking from the 
person. (Ibid. [see generally for court’s discussion of origins of this rule].) 
Williams was distinguished by the court in People v. Huggins (1997) 51 
Cal.App.4th 1654, 1656–1657 [60 Cal.Rptr.2d 177], where evidence that the 
defendant took a purse placed on the floor next to and touching the victim’s foot 
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was held sufficient to establish a taking from the person. The victim intentionally 
placed her foot next to her purse, physically touching it and thereby maintaining 
dominion and control over it. 
 
Theft of Fish, Shellfish, or Aquacultural Products 
If fish, shellfish, mollusks, crustaceans, kelp, algae, or other aquacultural products 
are taken from a commercial or research operation producing such products, it is 
grand theft if the value of the fish or other products exceeds $100250. (Pen. Code, 
§ 487(b)(2).) Fish taken from public waters are not “property of another” within 
the meaning of Penal Code section 484 and 487; only the Fish and Game Code 
applies to such takings. (People v. Brady (1991) 234 Cal.App.3d 954, 959, 961–
962 [286 Cal.Rptr. 19]; see, e.g., Fish & Game Code, § 12006.6 [unlawful taking 
of abalone].) If the fish are taken from any other private waters or from someone 
else’s possession, the taking falls within the general theft provisions and must 
exceed $400 950 in value to be grand theft. (See Pen. Code, § 487(a).) 
 
Value of Written Instrument 
If the thing stolen is evidence of a debt or some other written instrument, its value 
is (1) the amount due or secured that is unpaid, or that might be collected in any 
contingency, (2) the value of the property, title to which is shown in the 
instrument, or (3) or the sum that might be recovered in the instrument’s absence. 
(Pen. Code, § 492; see Buck v. Superior Court (1966) 245 Cal.App.2d 431, 438 
[54 Cal.Rptr. 282] [trust deed securing debt]; People v. Frankfort (1952) 114 
Cal.App.2d 680, 703 [251 P.2d 401] [promissory notes and contracts securing 
debt]; People v. Quiel (1945) 68 Cal.App.2d 674, 678 [157 P.2d 446] [unpaid 
bank checks]; see also Pen. Code, §§ 493 [value of stolen passage tickets], 494 
[completed written instrument need not be issued or delivered].) If evidence of a 
debt or right of action is embezzled, its value is the sum due on or secured by the 
instrument. (Pen. Code, § 514.) Section 492 only applies if the written instrument 
has value and is taken from a victim. (See People v. Sanders (1998) 67 
Cal.App.4th 1403, 1414, fn. 16 [79 Cal.Rptr.2d 806].) 
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Theft and Extortion 

 
1802. Theft: As Part of Overall Plan 

  

If you conclude that the defendant committed more than one theft, you must 
then decide if the defendant committed multiple petty thefts or a single grand 
theft. To prove that the defendant is guilty of a single grand theft, the People 
must prove that: 
 

1. The defendant committed theft of property from the same owner or 
possessor on more than one occasion; 

 
2. The combined value of the property was over ($400950/$100250); 
 
AND 
 
3.  The defendant obtained the property as part of a single, overall 

plan or objective. 
 

If you conclude that the People have failed to prove grand theft, any multiple 
thefts you have found proven are petty thefts. 
  
New January 2006 
 

BENCH NOTES 
 
Instructional Duty 
The court has a sua sponte duty to instruct on aggregating the value of the 
property or services taken if grand theft is charged on that theory. 
 
The total value of the property taken usually must exceed $400 950 to be grand 
theft. (See Pen. Code, § 487(a).) For some types of property, however, the 
property taken need only exceed $100 250 in value to constitute grand theft. (See, 
e.g., Pen. Code, § 487(b)(1) [farm products] & (2) [commercially grown fish, 
shellfish, or aquacultural products]; see also CALCRIM No. 1801, Theft: 
Degrees.) In element 2, select the appropriate value depending on what type of 
property was taken. 
 

AUTHORITY 
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 Aggregating Value of Property Taken According to Overall Plan or General 
Intent4People v. Bailey (1961) 55 Cal.2d 514, 518–519 [11 Cal.Rptr. 543, 
360 P.2d 39]. 

 Grand Theft of Property or Services4Pen. Code, § 487(a) [property or 
services exceeding $400 950 in value]. 

 
Secondary Sources 
 
2 Witkin & Epstein, California Criminal Law (3d ed. 2000) Crimes Against 
Property, §§ 11, 12.  
 
6 Millman, Sevilla & Tarlow, California Criminal Defense Practice, Ch. 143, 
Crimes Against Property, § 143.01[1][i] (Matthew Bender). 

 
RELATED ISSUES 

 
Multiple Victims 
Where multiple victims are involved, there is disagreement about applying the 
Bailey doctrine and cumulating the charges even if a single plan or intent is 
demonstrated. (See People v. Brooks (1985) 166 Cal.App.3d 24, 30 [210 Cal.Rptr. 
90] [auctioneer stole proceeds from property belonging to several people during a 
single auction; conviction for multiple counts of theft was error]; People v. 
Columbia Research Corp. (1980) 103 Cal.App.3d Supp. 33 [163 Cal.Rptr. 455] 
[series of petty thefts from numerous victims occurring over 10-month period 
properly consolidated into single grand theft conviction where defendant 
employed same scheme to defraud victims of money]; but see People v. Garcia 
(1990) 224 Cal.App.3d 297, 307–309 [273 Cal.Rptr. 666] [defendant filed 
fraudulent bonds at different times involving different victims; multiple 
convictions proper]; In re David D. (1997) 52 Cal.App.4th 304, 309 [60 
Cal.Rptr.2d 552] [stating that Garcia “articulately criticized” Brooks and 
Columbia Research; declined to apply Bailey to multiple acts of vandalism].) 
 
Combining Grand Thefts 
The Bailey doctrine can be asserted by the defendant to combine multiple grand 
thefts committed as part of an overall scheme into a single offense. (See People v. 
Brooks (1985) 166 Cal.App.3d 24, 31 [210 Cal.Rptr. 90] [multiple grand thefts 
from single auction fund]; People v. Gardner (1979) 90 Cal.App.3d 42, 47–48 
[153 Cal.Rptr. 160] [multiple grand theft of hog carcasses]; People v. Richardson 
(1978) 83 Cal.App.3d 853, 866 [148 Cal.Rptr. 120] [multiple attempted grand 
thefts], disapproved on other grounds in People v. Saddler (1979) 24 Cal.3d 671, 
682, fn. 8 [156 Cal.Rptr. 871, 597 P.2d 130]; see also People v. Sullivan (1978) 80 
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Cal.App.3d 16, 19 [145 Cal.Rptr. 313] [error to refuse defense instruction about 
aggregating thefts].) 
 
Theft Enhancement 
If there are multiple charges of theft, whether grand or petty theft, the aggregate 
loss exceeds any of the statutory minimums in Penal Code section 12022.6(a), and 
the thefts arise from a common scheme or plan, an additional prison term may be 
imposed. (Pen. Code, § 12022.6(b).) If the aggregate loss exceeds statutory 
amounts ranging from $50,000 to $2.5 million, an additional term of one to four 
years may be imposed. (Pen. Code, § 12022.6(a)(1)–(4); see People v. Daniel 
(1983) 145 Cal.App.3d 168, 174–175 [193 Cal.Rptr. 277] [no error in refusing to 
give unanimity instruction].) 
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Theft and Extortion 

 
1803. Theft: By Employee or Agent (Pen. Code, § 487(b)(3)) 

  

If you conclude that the defendant committed more than one theft, you must 
decide whether the defendant committed multiple petty thefts or a single 
grand theft. To prove that the defendant is guilty of a single grand theft, the 
People must prove that: 

 
1. The defendant was an (employee/agent) of __________ <insert name 

of employer/principal>; 
 
2. The defendant committed theft of property [or services] from 

__________ <insert name of employer/principal>; 
 

AND 
 

3. The combined value of the property [or services] that the defendant 
obtained during a period of 12 consecutive months was $400 950 or 
more. 

 

If you conclude that the People have failed to prove grand theft, any multiple 
thefts you have found proven are petty thefts. 
 
[An agent is a person who represents someone else in dealing with other 
people, corporations, or entities.] 
  
New January 2006 
 

BENCH NOTES 
 
Instructional Duty 
The court has a sua sponte duty to instruct on aggregating the value of the 
property or services taken by an employee or agent if grand theft is charged on 
that theory. 
 

AUTHORITY 
 
 Aggregating Value of Property Taken by Employee or Agent4Pen. Code, § 

487(b)(3); People v. Packard (1982) 131 Cal.App.3d 622, 626–627 [182 
Cal.Rptr. 576]. 

 Agent Defined4Civ. Code, § 2295. 
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 Employee Defined4Lab. Code, § 2750. 

 
Secondary Sources 
 
2 Witkin & Epstein, California Criminal Law (3d ed. 2000) Crimes Against 
Property, §§ 11, 12. 
 
6 Millman, Sevilla & Tarlow, California Criminal Defense Practice, Ch. 143, 
Crimes Against Property, § 143.01[1][a] (Matthew Bender). 
 

 
COMMENTARY 

 
Penal Code section 487(b)(3) allows the prosecutor, under specified conditions, to 
cumulate a series of petty thefts into a grand theft, without having to prove a single 
intent or scheme. (People v. Packard (1982) 131 Cal.App.3d 622, 626 [182 
Cal.Rptr. 576].) Therefore, this instruction does not include a single intent or 
scheme as an element. (Compare People v. Daniel (1983) 145 Cal.App.3d 168, 
175 [193 Cal.Rptr. 277] [theft pursuant to overall plan and single fraudulent 
intent], and CALCRIM No. 1802, Theft: As Part of Overall Plan.) Under the 
appropriate circumstances, however, a defendant may assert that grand thefts 
committed against his or her employer over a period greater than 12 consecutive 
months should be combined into a single grand theft in the absence of evidence of 
separate intents or plans. (See People v. Packard, supra, 131 Cal.App.3d at pp. 
626–627 [thefts over three-year period].) 
 

RELATED ISSUES 
 
See the Related Issues section to CALCRIM No. 1802, Theft: As Part of Overall 
Plan. 
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Crimes Against the Government 
 

2681. Disturbance of Public Meeting (Pen. Code, § 403) 
__________________________________________________________________ 

The defendant is charged [in Count __] with (disturbing/ [or] breaking up) a 
public meeting [in violation of Penal Code section 403]. 
 
To prove that the defendant is guilty of this crime, the People must prove 
that: 
 

1. The defendant intentionally committed acts that violated (implicit 
customs or usages of/ [or] explicit rules for governing) a public 
meeting that was not religious or political in nature; 

 
2. The defendant knew or reasonably should have known that 

(his/her) acts violated those (customs[,]/ [or] usages[,]/ [or] rules); 
 

AND 
 

3. The defendant’s acts substantially [and unlawfully] interfered with 
the conduct of the meeting. 

 
You may not find the defendant guilty of this crime unless you find that the 
defendant’s acts themselves, not the message or expressive content of the acts, 
substantially interfered with the conduct of the meeting.  
 
[When deciding whether the defendant knew or reasonably should have 
known that (his/her) acts violated the (implicit customs or usages of/ [or] 
explicit rules for governing) the meeting, you may consider whether someone 
warned or requested the defendant to stop (his/her) activities.] 
__________________________________________________________________ 
New January 2006 
 

BENCH NOTES 
 
Instructional Duty 
The court has a sua sponte duty to give this instruction defining the elements of 
the crime. 
 
On request, give the bracketed sentence that begins with “When deciding 
whether,” if the meeting did not have explicit rules of governance. (In re 
Kay (1970) 1 Cal.3d 930, 945 [83 Cal.Rptr. 686, 464 P.2d 142].) 
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Do not give this instruction if the disturbance occurs at a religious meeting 
covered by Pen. Code, § 302 or where at a meeting where “electors” are 
“assembling.”  Pursuant to Elec. Code, § 18340.  The court will need to 
draft separate instructions for those offenses. 
 

AUTHORITY 
 
 Elements4Pen. Code, § 403; In re Kay (1970) 1 Cal.3d 930, 941–943 

[83 Cal.Rptr. 686, 464 P.2d 142]. 

 First Amendment Limitations on Statute4In re Kay (1970) 1 Cal.3d 
930, 941–942 [83 Cal.Rptr. 686, 464 P.2d 142]. 

 Must Be Public Meeting4Farraher v. Superior Court (1919) 45 Cal.App. 4, 6 
[187 P. 72]. 

 No Clear and Present Danger Requirement4McMahon v. Albany Unified 
School Dist. (2002) 104 Cal.App.4th 1275, 1287–1288 [129 Cal.Rptr.2d 184]. 

 
Secondary Sources 
 
2 Witkin & Epstein, California Criminal Law (3d ed. 2000) Crimes Against Public 
Peace and Welfare, § 16. 
 
6 Millman, Sevilla & Tarlow, California Criminal Defense Practice, Ch. 144, 
Crimes Against Order, § 144.21 (Matthew Bender). 
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Defenses and Insanity 
 

3454. Initial Commitment as Sexually Violent Predator (Welf. & Inst. 
Code, §§ 6600, 6600.1) 

             

The petition alleges that __________ <insert name of respondent> is a sexually 
violent predator. 
 
To prove this allegation, the People must prove beyond a reasonable doubt 
that: 
 

1. (He/She) has been convicted of committing sexually violent offenses 
against one or more victims; 

 
2. (He/She) has a diagnosed mental disorder; 
 
[AND] 
 
3. As a result of that diagnosed mental disorder, (he/she) is a danger to 

the health and safety of others because it is likely that (he/she) will 
engage in sexually violent predatory criminal behavior(;/.)  

 
 
<Give element 4 when evidence has been introduced at trial on the issue of 
amenability to voluntary treatment in the community.> 
 
[AND 
 
4. It is necessary to keep (him/her) in custody in a secure facility to 

ensure the health and safety of others.] 
 

The term diagnosed mental disorder includes conditions either existing at 
birth or acquired after birth that affect a person’s ability to control emotions 
and behavior and predispose that person to commit criminal sexual acts to an 
extent that makes him or her a menace to the health and safety of others.  
 
A person is likely to engage in sexually violent predatory criminal behavior if 

there is a substantial danger, that is, a serious, and well-founded risk that the 
person will engage in such conduct if released in the community.  
The likelihood that the person will engage in such conduct does not have to be 
greater than 50 percent.  
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Sexually violent criminal behavior is predatory if it is directed toward a 
stranger, a person of casual acquaintance with whom no substantial 
relationship exists, or a person with whom a relationship has been established 
or promoted for the primary purpose of victimization. 
 
__________ <Insert name[s] of crime[s] enumerated in Welf. & Inst. Code, § 
6600(b)> (is/are) [a] sexually violent offense[s] when committed by force, 
violence, duress, menace, or fear of immediate and unlawful bodily injury to 
the victim or another person or threatening to retaliate in the future against 
the victim or any other person. 
 
[__________ <Insert name[s] of crime[s] enumerated in Welf. & Inst. Code, § 
6600(b)> (is/are) also [a] sexually violent offense[s] when the offense[s] (is/are) 
committed on a child under 14 years old.] 
 
As used here, a conviction for committing a sexually violent offense is one of 
the following: 
 
<Give the appropriate bracketed description[s] below.> 

 
<A. Conviction With Fixed Sentence> 
[A prior [or current] conviction for one of the offenses I have just 
described to you that resulted in a prison sentence for a fixed period of 
time.] 

 
<B. Conviction With Indeterminate Sentence> 
[A conviction for an offense that I have just described to you that 
resulted in an indeterminate sentence.] 

 
<C. Conviction in Another Jurisdiction> 
[A prior conviction in another jurisdiction for an offense that includes 
all of the same elements of one of the offenses that I have just described 
to you.] 

 
<D. Conviction Under Previous Statute> 
[A conviction for an offense under a previous statute that includes all 
of the elements of one of the offenses that I have just described to you.] 

 
<E. Conviction With Probation> 
[A prior conviction for one of the offenses that I have just described to 
you for which the respondent received probation.] 

 
<F. Acquittal Based on Insanity Defense> 
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[A prior finding of not guilty by reason of insanity for one of the 
offenses that I have just described to you.] 
 
<G. Conviction as Mentally Disordered Sex Offender> 
[A conviction resulting in a finding that the respondent was a mentally 
disordered sex offender.] 
 
<H.  Conviction Resulting in Commitment to Department of Youth 
Authority Pursuant to Welfare and Institutions Code section 1731.5 > 
[A prior conviction for one of the offenses that I have just described to 
you for which the respondent was committed to the Department of 
Youth Authority pursuant to Welfare and Institutions Code section 
1731.5.] 
 

You may not conclude that __________ <insert name of respondent> is a 
sexually violent predator based solely on (his/her) alleged prior conviction[s] 
without additional evidence that (he/she) currently has such a diagnosed 
mental disorder. 
 
In order to prove that __________ <insert name of respondent> is a danger to 
the health and safety of others, the People do not need to prove a recent overt 
act committed while (he/she) was in custody. A recent overt act is a criminal 
act that shows a likelihood that the actor may engage in sexually violent 
predatory criminal behavior.
             
New January 2006; Revised August 2006, June 2007, August 2009, April 2011  
     

BENCH NOTES 
 
Instructional Duty 
The court has a sua sponte duty to instruct the jury about the basis for a finding 
that a respondent is a sexually violent predator. 
 
Do not use this instruction for extension or status proceedings.  Use instead 
CALCRIM No. 3454A, Hearing to Determine Current Status Under Sexually 
Violent Predator Act. 
 
 If evidence is presented about amenability to voluntary treatment, the court has a 
sua sponte duty to give bracketed element 4. (People v. Grassini (2003) 113 
Cal.App.4th 765, 777 [6 Cal.Rptr.3d 662]; People v. Calderon (2004) 124 
Cal.App.4th 80, 93 [21 Cal.Rptr.3d 92].) Evidence of involuntary treatment in the 
community is inadmissible at trial because it is not relevant to any of the SVP 
requirements. (People v. Calderon, supra, 124 Cal.App.4th at 93.) 
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The court also must give CALCRIM No. 219, Reasonable Doubt in Civil 
Proceedings; 222, Evidence; 226, Witnesses; 3550, Pre-Deliberation Instructions; 
and any other relevant post-trial instructions. These instructions may need to be 
modified. 
 
Jurors instructed in these terms must necessarily understand that one is not eligible 
for commitment under the SVPA unless his or her capacity or ability to control 
violent criminal sexual behavior is seriously and dangerously impaired.  No 
additional instructions or findings are necessary.  People v. Williams (2003) 31 
Cal.4th 757, 776–777 [3 Cal.Rptr.3d 684, 74 P.3d 779] (interpreting Welfare and 
Institutions Code section 6600, the same statute at issue here). 
 
But see In re Howard N. (2005) 35 Cal.4th 117, 137-138 [24 Cal.Rptr.3d 866, 
106 P.3d 305], which found in a commitment proceeding under a different 
code section, i.e., Welfare and Institutions Code section 1800, that when 
evidence of inability to control behavior was insufficient, the absence of a 
specific “control” instruction was not harmless beyond a reasonable doubt.  
Moreover, In re Howard N. discusses Williams extensively without suggesting 
that it intended to overrule Williams.  Williams therefore appears to be good 
law in proceedings under section 6600. 
 

 
AUTHORITY 

 
 Elements and Definitions4Welf. & Inst. Code, §§ 6600, 6600.1. 

 Unanimous Verdict, Burden of Proof4Conservatorship of Roulet (1979) 23 
Cal.3d 219, 235 [152 Cal.Rptr. 425, 590 P.2d 1] [discussing conservatorship 
proceedings under the Lanterman-Petris-Short Act and civil commitment 
proceedings in general]. 

 Likely Defined4People v. Roberge (2003) 29 Cal.4th 979, 988 [129 
Cal.Rptr.2d 861, 62 P.3d 97]. 

 Predatory Acts Defined4People v. Hurtado (2002) 28 Cal.4th 1179, 1183 
[124 Cal.Rptr.2d 186, 52 P.3d 116]. 

 Must Instruct on Necessity for Confinement in Secure Facility4People v. 
Grassini (2003) 113 Cal.App.4th 765, 777 [6 Cal.Rptr.3d 662]. 

 Determinate Sentence Defined4Pen. Code, § 1170. 

 Impairment of Control4In re Howard N.  (2005) 35 Cal.4th 117, 128–130 [24 
Cal.Rptr.3d 866, 106 P.3d 305]. 
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 Amenability to Voluntary Treatment4 Cooley v. Superior Court (2002) 29 
Cal.4th 228, 256 [127 Cal.Rptr.2d 177, 57 P.3d 654]. 

 Need for Treatment and Need for Custody Not the Same4People v. Ghilotti 
(2002) 27 Cal.4th 888, 927 [119 Cal.Rptr.2d 1, 44 P.3d 949]. 

Secondary Sources 
 
5 Witkin & Epstein, California Criminal Law (3d ed. 2000) Criminal Trial, § 193. 
 
5 Millman, Sevilla & Tarlow, California Criminal Defense Practice, Ch. 104, 
Parole, § 104.06 (Matthew Bender). 
 

RELATED ISSUES 
 

Different Proof Requirements at Different Stages of the Proceedings 
Even though two concurring experts must testify to commence the petition process 
under Welfare and Institutions Code section 6001, the same requirement does not 
apply to the trial. (People v. Scott (2002) 100 Cal.App.4th 1060, 1064 [123 
Cal.Rptr.2d 253].) 
 
Masturbation Does Not Require Skin-to-Skin Contact 
Substantial sexual conduct with a child under 14 years old includes masturbation 
when the touching of the minor’s genitals is accomplished through his or her 
clothing. (People v. Lopez (2004) 123 Cal.App.4th 1306, 1312 [20 Cal.Rptr.3d 
801]; People v. Whitlock (2003) 113 Cal.App.4th 456, 463 [6 Cal.Rptr.3d 389].) 
“[T]he trial court properly instructed the jury when it told the jury that ‘[t]o 
constitute masturbation, it is not necessary that the bare skin be touched. The 
touching may be through the clothing of the child.’ ” (People v. Lopez, supra, 123 
Cal.App.4th at p. 1312.) 
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Defenses and Insanity 
 

3454A. Hearing to Determine Current Status Under Sexually Violent 
Predator Act (Welf. & Inst. Code, § 6605) 

             

The People allege that __________ <insert name of petitioner> currently is a 
sexually violent predator. 
 
To prove this allegation, the People must prove beyond a reasonable doubt 
that: 
 

1. (He/She) has a diagnosed mental disorder; 
 
 [AND] 

 
2. As a result of that diagnosed mental disorder, (he/she) is a danger to 

the health and safety of others because it is likely that (he/she) will 
engage in sexually violent predatory criminal behavior(;/.) 
 
 
<Give element 3 when evidence has been introduced at trial on the 
issue of amenability to voluntary treatment in the community> 
 

[AND 
 
3. It is necessary to keep (him/her) in (custody in a secure facility/ [or] 

a state-operated conditional release program) to ensure the health 
and safety of others.] 

 
The term diagnosed mental disorder includes conditions either existing at 
birth or acquired after birth that affect a person’s ability to control emotions 
and behavior and predispose that person to commit criminal sexual acts to an 
extent that makes him or her a menace to the health and safety of others.  
 
A person is likely to engage in sexually violent predatory criminal behavior if 

there is a substantial danger, that is, a serious, and well-founded risk that the 
person will engage in such conduct if released in the community.  
The likelihood that the person will engage in such conduct does not have to be 
greater than 50 percent.  
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Sexually violent criminal behavior is predatory if it is directed toward a 
stranger, a person of casual acquaintance with whom no substantial 
relationship exists, or a person with whom a relationship has been established 
or promoted for the primary purpose of victimization. 
 
<Give the following paragraph if evidence of the petitioner’s failure to participate 
in or complete treatment is offered as proof that petitioner’s condition has not 
changed> 
 
[You may consider evidence that _________<insert name of petitioner> failed 
to participate in or complete the State Department of Mental Health Sex 
Offender Commitment Program as an indication that (his/her) condition as a 
sexually violent predator has not changed.  The meaning and importance of 
that evidence is for you to decide.] 
 
<Give the following paragraph if the jury has been told about the petitioner’s 
underlying conviction> 
 
[You may not conclude that __________<insert name of petitioner> is 
currently a sexually violent predator based solely on (his/her) prior 
conviction[s] without additional evidence that (he/she) currently has such a 
diagnosed mental disorder.] 
  
In order to prove that __________ <insert name of petitioner> is a danger to 
the health and safety of others, the People do not need to prove a recent overt 
act committed while (he/she) was in custody. A recent overt act is a criminal 
act that shows a likelihood that the actor may engage in sexually violent 
predatory criminal behavior.
             
New April 2011  
     

BENCH NOTES 
 
Instructional Duty 
The court has a sua sponte duty to instruct the jury about the basis for a finding 
that a petitioner is currently a sexually violent predator. 
 
If evidence is presented about amenability to voluntary treatment, the court has a 
sua sponte duty to give bracketed element 3. (People v. Grassini (2003) 113 
Cal.App.4th 765, 777 [6 Cal.Rptr.3d 662]; People v. Calderon (2004) 124 
Cal.App.4th 80, 93 [21 Cal.Rptr.3d 92].) Evidence of involuntary treatment in the 
community is inadmissible at trial because it is not relevant to any of the SVP 
requirements. (People v. Calderon, supra, 124 Cal.App.4th at 93.) 
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The court also must give CALCRIM No. 219, Reasonable Doubt in Civil 
Proceedings; 222, Evidence; 226, Witnesses; 3550, Pre-Deliberation Instructions; 
and any other relevant post-trial instructions. These instructions may need to be 
modified. 
 

 
AUTHORITY 

 
 Elements and Definitions4Welf. & Inst. Code, §§ 6600, 6605. 

 Unanimous Verdict, Burden of Proof4Conservatorship of Roulet (1979) 23 
Cal.3d 219, 235 [152 Cal.Rptr. 425, 590 P.2d 1] [discussing conservatorship 
proceedings under the Lanterman-Petris-Short Act and civil commitment 
proceedings in general]. 

 Likely Defined4People v. Roberge (2003) 29 Cal.4th 979, 988 [129 
Cal.Rptr.2d 861, 62 P.3d 97]. 

 Predatory Acts Defined4People v. Hurtado (2002) 28 Cal.4th 1179, 1183 
[124 Cal.Rptr.2d 186, 52 P.3d 116]. 

 Must Instruct on Necessity for Confinement in Secure Facility4People v. 
Grassini (2003) 113 Cal.App.4th 765, 777 [6 Cal.Rptr.3d 662]. 

 Impairment of Control4In re Howard N.  (2005) 35 Cal.4th 117, 128–130 [24 
Cal.Rptr.3d 866, 106 P.3d 305]. 

 Amenability to Voluntary Treatment4 Cooley v. Superior Court (2002) 29 
Cal.4th 228, 256 [127 Cal.Rptr.2d 177, 57 P.3d 654]. 

 Need for Treatment and Need for Custody Not the Same4People v. Ghilotti 
(2002) 27 Cal.4th 888, 927 [119 Cal.Rptr.2d 1, 44 P.3d 949]. 

 State-Operated Conditional Release Program4People v. Superior Court 
(George) (2008) 164 Cal.App.4th 183, 196-197 [78 Cal.Rptr.3d 711]. 

 
Secondary Sources 
 
5 Witkin & Epstein, California Criminal Law (3d ed. 2000) Punishment, § 1993. 
 
5 Millman, Sevilla & Tarlow, California Criminal Defense Practice, Ch. 104, 
Parole, § 104.06 (Matthew Bender). 
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Posttrial Concluding 

 
3518.   Deliberations and Completion of Verdict Forms:  For Use When Lesser 

Included Offenses and Greater Crimes Are Not Separately Charged and the Jury Is 
Given Only One Not Guilty Verdict Form for Each Count (Non-Homicide) 

__________________________________________________________________ 
 
If all of you find that the defendant is not guilty of a greater charged crime, you may 
find (him/her) guilty of a lesser crime if you are convinced beyond a reasonable 
doubt that the defendant is guilty of that lesser crime.  A defendant may not be 
convicted of both a greater and lesser crime for the same conduct. 
 
[Now I will explain to you which charges are affected by this instruction:] 
 
[__________________________ <insert crime> is a lesser crime of 
___________________ <insert crime> [charged in Count ___.]] 
[__________________________ <insert crime> is a lesser crime of 
___________________ <insert crime> [charged in Count ___.]] 
[__________________________ <insert crime> is a lesser crime of 
___________________ <insert crime> [charged in Count ___.]] 
 
It is up to you to decide the order in which you consider each crime and the relevant 
evidence, but I can accept a verdict of guilty of a lesser crime only if you have found 
the defendant not guilty of the corresponding greater crime.   
 
For count ___, you will receive (a/multiple) verdict form[s].  [[For (the/any) count in 
which a greater and lesser crime is charged__________<insert number of count that 
includes a lesser offense>,] (Y/y)ou will receive three verdict forms – one for guilty of 
the greater crime, for guilty of only the lesser crime, and one for not guilty of either 
the greater or lesser crime.  Follow these directions before you give me any 
completed and signed, final verdict form.  Return any unused verdict forms to me, 
unsigned. 
 

1. If all of you agree the People have proved beyond a reasonable doubt 
that the defendant is guilty of the greater crime, complete and sign the 
verdict form for guilty of that crime.   Do not complete or sign any 
other verdict form [for that count].  
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2. If all of you agree the People have not proved beyond a reasonable 
doubt that the defendant is guilty of the greater crime and also agree 
the People have proved beyond a reasonable doubt that (he/she) is 
guilty of (the/a) lesser crime, complete and sign the verdict form for 
guilty of the lesser crime.  Do not complete or sign any other verdict 
form[s] [for that count].   

 
3. If all of you agree the People have not proved beyond a reasonable 

doubt that the defendant is guilty of the greater or lesser crime, 
complete and sign the verdict form for not guilty. 

 
4. If all of you cannot agree whether the People have proved beyond a 

reasonable doubt that the defendant is guilty of a charged or lesser 
crime, inform me only that you cannot reach agreement [as to that 
count] and do not complete or sign any verdict form [for that count].] 

 
<Give the following paragraph if the court is instructing on a lesser included offense 
within another lesser included offense.> 
[Follow these directions when you decide whether a defendant is guilty or not guilty 
of _______<insert crime>, which is a lesser crime of _______<insert crime>.] 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
New January 2006; Revised August 2006, June 2007, April 2010 
 
 BENCH NOTES 
 
Instructional Duty 
 
If lesser crimes are not charged separately and the jury receives separate not guilty and 
guilty verdict forms for each count, the court should use CALCRIM 3517 instead of this 
instruction.  For separately charged greater and lesser included offenses, use CALCRIM 
3519. 
 
In all cases in which one or more lesser included offenses are submitted to the jury, 
whether charged or not, the court has a sua sponte duty to instruct on the applicable 
procedures.  (People v. Breverman (1998) 19 Cal.4th 142, 162 [77 Cal.Rptr.2d 870, 960 
P.2d 1094] [duty to instruct on lesser included offenses]; People v. Dewberry (1959) 51 
Cal.2d 548, 555-557 [334 P.2d 852] [duty to instruct that if jury has reasonable doubt of 
greater offense, must acquit of that charge]; People v. Fields (1996) 13 Cal.4th 289, 309-
310 [52 Cal.Rptr.2d 282, 914 P.2d 832] [duty to instruct that jury cannot convict of  
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lesser included offense unless it has concluded that defendant is not guilty of greater 
offense]; Stone v. Superior Court (1982) 31 Cal.3d 503, 519 [183 Cal.Rptr. 647, 646 P.2d 
809] [duty to give jury opportunity to render verdict of partial acquittal on greater 
offense], clarified in People v. Marshall (1996) 13 Cal.4th 799, 826 [55 Cal.Rptr.2d 347, 
919 P.2d 1280] [no duty to inquire about partial acquittal in absence of indication jury 
may have found defendant not guilty of greater offense].) 
In Stone v. Superior Court, supra, 31 Cal.3d at p. 519, the Supreme Court suggested that 
the trial court provide the jury with verdict forms of guilty/not guilty on each of the 
charged and lesser included offenses. The court later referred to this “as a judicially 
declared rule of criminal procedure.” (People v. Kurtzman (1988) 46 Cal.3d 322, 329 
[250 Cal.Rptr. 244, 758 P.2d 572].) However, this is not a mandatory procedure. (Ibid.) If 
the court chooses  to follow the procedure suggested in Stone, the court should give 
CALCRIM No. 3517 in place of this instruction.   
 
Do not give this instruction for charges of murder or voluntary manslaughter; give 
CALCRIM No. 640, Deliberations and Completion of Verdict Forms: For Use When 
Jury Is Given Not Guilty Forms for Each Level of Homicide, or CALCRIM No. 641, 
Deliberations and Completion of Verdict Forms: For Use When Jury Is Given Only One 
Not Guilty Verdict Form for Each Count (Homicide). 
 
The court should tell the jury it may not return a guilty verdict on a lesser included 
offense unless it has found the defendant not guilty of the greater offense.  (People v. 
Fields, supra, 13 Cal.4th at pp. 310–311.) If the jury announces that it is deadlocked on 
the greater offense but, despite the court’s instructions, has returned a guilty verdict on 
the lesser included offense, the court should again instruct the jury that it may not convict 
of the lesser included offense unless it has found the defendant not guilty of the greater 
offense.  (Ibid.)   The court should direct the jury to reconsider the “lone verdict of 
conviction of the lesser included offense” in light of this instruction. (Ibid.; Pen. Code, § 
1161.)  If the jury is deadlocked on the greater offense but the court nevertheless records 
a guilty verdict on the lesser included offense and then discharges the jury, retrial on the 
greater offense will be barred.  (People v. Fields, supra, 13 Cal.4th at p. 307; Pen. Code, 
§ 1023.) 
 
The court may not control the sequence in which the jury considers the offenses. (People 
v. Kurtzman, supra, 46 Cal.3d at p. 330.) 

 
AUTHORITY 

 
 Lesser Included Offenses—Duty to Instruct4Pen. Code, § 1159; People v. 

Breverman (1998) 19 Cal.4th 142, 162 [77 Cal.Rptr.2d 870, 960 P.2d 1094]. 
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 Lesser Included Offenses—Standard4People v. Birks (1998) 19 Cal.4th 108, 117 [77 
Cal.Rptr.2d 848, 960 P.2d 1073]. 

 Reasonable Doubt as to Degree or Level of Offense4Pen. Code, § 1097; People v. 
Dewberry (1959) 51 Cal.2d 548, 555–557 [334 P.2d 852]. 

 Conviction of Lesser Precludes Retrial on Greater4Pen. Code, § 1023; People v. 
Fields (1996) 13 Cal.4th 289, 309–310 [52 Cal.Rptr.2d 282, 914 P.2d 832]; People v. 
Kurtzman (1988) 46 Cal.3d 322, 329 [250 Cal.Rptr. 244, 758 P.2d 572]. 

 Court May Ask Jury to Reconsider Conviction on Lesser If Jury Deadlocked on 
Greater4Pen. Code, § 1161; People v. Fields (1996) 13 Cal.4th 289, 310 [52 
Cal.Rptr.2d 282, 914 P.2d 832]. 

 Must Permit Partial Verdict of Acquittal on Greater4People v. Marshall (1996) 13 
Cal.4th 799, 826 [55 Cal.Rptr.2d 347, 919 P.2d 1280]; Stone v. Superior Court (1982) 
31 Cal.3d 503, 519 [183 Cal.Rptr. 647, 646 P.2d 809]. 

 
Secondary Sources 
 
5 Witkin & Epstein, California Criminal Law (3d ed. 2000) Criminal Trial, §§ 630, 631. 
 
6 Witkin & Epstein, California Criminal Law (3d ed. 2000) Criminal Judgment, § 61.  
 
4 Millman, Sevilla & Tarlow, California Criminal Defense Practice, Ch. 85, Submission 
to Jury and Verdict, §§ 85.03[2][g], 85.05, 85.20 (Matthew Bender). 

 
 

RELATED ISSUES 
 

Duty to Instruct on Lesser 
The court has a sua sponte duty to instruct “on lesser included offenses when the 
evidence raises a question as to whether all of the elements of the charged offense were 
present [citation] but not when there is no evidence that the offense was less than that 
charged. [Citations.] The obligation to instruct on lesser included offenses exists even 
when as a matter of trial tactics a defendant not only fails to request the instruction but 
expressly objects to its being given. [Citations.] Just as the People have no legitimate 
interest in obtaining a conviction of a greater offense than that established by the 
evidence, a defendant has no right to an acquittal when that evidence is sufficient to 
establish a lesser included offense. [Citations.]” (People v. Breverman (1998) 19 Cal.4th 
142, 154–155 [77 Cal.Rptr.2d 870, 960 P.2d 1094].) 
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Acquittal of Greater Does Not Bar Retrial of Lesser 
When the jury acquits of a greater offense but deadlocks on the lesser, retrial of the lesser 
is not barred. (People v. Smith (1983) 33 Cal.3d 596, 602 [189 Cal.Rptr. 862, 659 P.2d 
1152].) 
 
Lesser Included Offenses Barred by Statute of Limitations 
The defendant may waive the statute of limitations to obtain a jury instruction on a lesser 
offense that would otherwise be time-barred. (Cowan v. Superior Court (1996) 14 Cal.4th 
367, 373 [58 Cal.Rptr.2d 458, 926 P.2d 438].) However, the court has no sua sponte duty 
to instruct on a lesser that is time-barred. (People v. Diedrich (1982) 31 Cal.3d 263, 283 
[182 Cal.Rptr. 354, 643 P.2d 971].) If the court instructs on an uncharged lesser offense 
that is time-barred without obtaining an explicit waiver from the defendant, it is unclear if 
the defendant must object at that time in order to raise the issue on appeal or if the 
defendant may raise the issue for the first time on appeal. (See People v. Stanfill (1999) 
76 Cal.App.4th 1137, 1145–1151 [90 Cal.Rptr.2d 885] [reasoning criticized in People v. 
Smith (2002) 98 Cal.App.4th 1182, 1193–1194 [120 Cal.Rptr.2d 185]].) The better 
practice is to obtain an explicit waiver on the statute of limitations when instructing on a 
time-barred lesser. 
 
Conviction of Greater and Lesser 
The defendant cannot be convicted of a greater and a lesser included offense. (People v. 
Moran (1970) 1 Cal.3d 755, 763 [83 Cal.Rptr. 411, 463 P.2d 763].) If the evidence 
supports the conviction on the greater offense, the conviction on the lesser included 
offense should be set aside. (Ibid.) 
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